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Norwegian Coastal Administration, ”

I have long been looking
forward to the SCOPE 2017
exercise, where I can observe
closely the employees in the
Norwegian Coastal Administration cooperate across national borders,
organisations and fields of expertise. It has been a pleasure to follow the
preparations from the sidelines, and it will be exciting to see how all the
operations are carried out this week.
During this important exercise in preventing oil and chemical pollution,
all participants, observers and invited guests will gain valuable knowledge.
This will happen whether you are a spectator, have planned the details before
the exercise, or will now get your skills tested on different levels.
Every day of the year, we actively work for efficient and safe maritime
transport. We carry out preventive work and reduce the harmful effects of
acute pollution. In doing so, we all contribute to the sustainable development
of our coastal zone. I think SCOPE 2017 will increase our awareness of this,
and provide positive, long-term effects in our work.
By directing the exercise, the Coastal Administration will develop its
cooperation with important partners, so I appreciate the support from the
EU which enabled Norway and our partnering countries to fund the exercise
through the Bonn and Copenhagen agreements. Evaluation and learning
points from the exercise will subsequently strengthen all the parties involved
in SCOPE 2017.
Good luck with the exercise!
Kirsti L. Slotsvik
Director General

The photographers name are written by the pictures, the others are taken from the NCA’s archives.
Main contributors: Marianne Henriksen, Rune Bergstrøm, Espen Reite.
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”Thanks for the
contribution,
effort and
dedication!”

Finally, the long-planned SCOPE 2017 exercise week has arrived. I
wish you all, whether you take part as a planner, organizer, observer,
evaluator or player, a rewarding and eventful exercise.
According to forecasts for maritime
The exercise marks a milestone
traffic along the Norwegian coast, an
in the SCOPE 2017 project. To a
increase of 41% is anticipated during
certain aspect, it all boils down to this
the period up to 2040. This may result
week, even if the project itself will
in accidents that are more frequent and
run until the end of 2018. Over this
more oil spills.
two-year period it is expected that the
With the possible new sea-routes in
collaboration between the partners
the Arctic and the introduction of new
is enhanced, resulting in a deeper
types of fuels we expect
knowledge.
”...it is expected that
new challenges for our
“Planning
is everything”,
the collaboration between emergency preparedness
and oil recovery
General Eisenhower the partners is enhanced,
operations. Of course,
once said. This
resulting in a deeper
the most important
statement is also
knowledge.”
emergency preparedness
true for the planning
capacity will always
process of SCOPE
comprise preventing accidents and
2017. Over the months leading up to
spills from happening. But accidents
the exercise, the planning group has
can still occur and for that reason,
spent considerable time and resources
maintaining an adequate emergency
on planning all aspects of the exercise.
preparedness for any instances of acute
In itself that has resulted in increased
contamination is essential.
knowledge of the different aspects
Training and exercises are central
of chemical and oil spill response
elements in this preparedness system.
operations.
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Every year, we carry out a series
exercise at sea, onshore and related
of both large and small exercises
to handling the casualty there will
focused on oil recovery and
be a workshop related to claims
chemical response operations. The
management and a table-top exercise
international collaboration as part of related to places of refuge. Both of
the SCOPE 2017 will contribute to
these activities will contribute to
strengthening the
increased international
preparedness.
cooperation and
Development
collaboration.
of emergency
The SCOPE 2017
preparedness
project will continue
for oil recovery
to the end of 2018.
operations and
An important part of
chemical response
the project and the
at sea is a
exercises are evaluation
continuous process.
and identification
The evolution of
of lessons learned
technology and
improvements. I
methodology
therefore strongly
that has taken
encourage everybody
place over the
to contribute to the
years has resulted
”International and evaluation process by
in emergency
responding positively
national cooperation
preparedness that is
in seeking new solutions to any questions
currently far better
put forward by the
are vital.”
and more robust
evaluating team.
than some years ago.
Lastly, I wish to thank all
The challenges associated with
organizations and individuals that
increased maritime activity, new
have made this project and exercise
traffic patterns, new types of fuels,
possible. Without the contribution,
etc are all things we must find
effort and dedication put into the
solutions to through continuing the
project from all of these, the exercise
efforts in developing the emergency
could not have been arranged at the
preparedness for oil recovery
same level. None mentioned, none
operations.
forgotten – all thanked!
International and national
Johan Marius Ly
cooperation in seeking new solutions
Director
for
Emergency
Response
are vital. In addition to the field-
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Dear SCOPE 2017
colleagues and guests

When you are reading this, you are most likely in week
39/2017, for many of the planners of SCOPE 2017, the most
important and most exciting working week in 2017.
The SCOPE 2017 project started in
January 2017, and will last for two
years, with its peak of activity, effort
and excitement just during these
days in September 2017.
The SCOPE 2017 exercise
will be the most comprehensive
exercise concerning response to oil
spill and other harmful substances
that threaten human life and the
marine environment. Approximately
150 people, 25 vessels and lots of
equipment, from about 20 different
organizations will be in action to
train, test and experience how we
cooperate to be prepared for the
worst case scenario. In addition,
about 120 observers, from around
the globe, will be present and attend
the exercise to see and learn more
about such important operations.
Cooperation and collaboration
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is all about humans. To improve
this interaction we need to meet
each other, understand each other,
exchange knowledge and build
networks for later use. During the
planning of SCOPE 2017 we have
met in three planning conferences
and different meetings in between.
The contribution and engagement
has been very high, and from the
evaluation results, I can clearly
conclude that the networking
element has been important, and
contributed to very good results.
I hereby invite and request you to
network and get new contacts during
SCOPE 2017. Share your knowledge
and use this book to note names and
contact information.
Although the exercise week in
September 2017 is very important,
it is equally important for me to

you the opportunity to meet new
remind you that SCOPE 2017 is a
colleagues, extend your network,
two-year project. Around 50 people
and improve your knowledge.
from different organisations and
No matter what your role is in
countries have been working to plan
SCOPE 2017 - planner,
this exercise.
”No matter what your player, observer or
We will also
continue the project role is in SCOPE 2017 - guest - please enjoy
work after the
planner, player, observer the exercise, meet
new people and
exercise week to
or guest - please enjoy the contribute to build our
evaluate the results,
discuss the findings exercise, meet new people common knowledge
and contribute to build and understanding
and define actions
for future followour common knowledge concerning the
response to oil spill
up.
and understanding.”
and other harmful
During this
substances that
stage of the
project, there will be a need for more threaten human life and the marine
environment. Together we can make
people - other than the planners
a difference. See you around!
- to contribute. Please use this
opportunity to raise your hand and
Stig Wahlstrøm
put yourself forward as a candidate
for the evaluation and way forward
Project manager
phase of SCOPE 2017. This will give
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Contact list (Use the opportunity to meet new colleagues,
extend your network, and improve your knowledge - from page 67.)
name:
title:
organisation:
country:
to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:
Tel:

Environment

e-mail/website:
name:
title:
organisation:
country:
to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:
Tel:
e-mail/website:
name:
title:
organisation:
country:
to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:
Tel:
e-mail/website:
name:
title:
organisation:
country:
to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:
Tel:
e-mail/website:
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SCOPE2017 – Environmental protection
In all incidents involving acute pollution, the main objective is to
prevent and limit damage to the environment, which is the main
focus of all operators.
Large emissions of oil or other
chemicals can lead to major, and in
the worst case irreparable, damage
to species and to whole ecosystems.
In addition to directly affecting
plants and animals, there can be
serious consequential weakening of
reproduction, life expectancy, and
even survival in the long term.
Even after oil has been cleaned
up in an area, there might be a need
to implement additional measures
to restore the environment to its
original condition, as near as is
practicable.
Massive media coverage will
often result in long-time negative
public opinion. This could affect the
tourist industry, fish and shellfish
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markets, and recreational use of the
area. After preserving life and health,
it is important to take appropriate
measures to stop the pollution,
minimize damage and to restore the
environment as soon as possible.
In general, the restoration
measures in themselves should not
be so drastic as to cause as great or
greater damage to the environment
than the actual pollution that is
being contained .
The Pollution Act
The Pollution Act allocates
responsibility to implement measures
and to maintain contingency
planning.
Norway has a strong Pollution

may make use of available private
Act that aims to protect the
and public resources in addition to
environment from pollution, both
from various organized activities and its own. The Norwegian Coastal
Administration can also make use of
from damage that may result from
accidents. Companies, municipalities resources from other parts of society
when needed.
and the state all have their own
This means that Norway is well
contingency planning responsibilities.
prepared to handle acute pollution
The Pollution Act gives
incidents. The
provision to act
and implement
In the event of pollution, principle that
mitigating
the primary responsibility responsible
private party
measures in the
to implement measures to
should pay for
event of pollution
stop the pollution and reduce the costs or
incidents. In the
event of pollution,
pollution damage lays with damage related
the primary
the party responsible for the to the pollution
response is
responsibility
pollution.
an important
to implement
aspect of the
measures to stop
Pollution Act;
the pollution and
implementing the international
reduce pollution damage lays
“polluter pays”-principle. Normally
with the party responsible for the
countries cannot handle major
pollution.
accidents on their own, so Norway
As a consequence, smaller
has many agreements relating to
incidents should normally be
assistance from other nations and the
handled by the responsible private
EU.
party themselves in full, or, in the
event the responsible party does not
Impacts on the environment
implement sufficient measures, by
the municipalities concerned. In case from the oil spill?
When an accident occurs, it is
of major events of acute pollution
important to quickly identify the
or danger of acute pollution, the
environmental values that can be
state (the Norwegian Coastal
affected. One must obtain as much
Administration, Kystverket) may
information as possible about them,
fully or partly take command of
as well as updated information
the response operation related to
on the current situation. An area’s
an incident. The command includes
vulnerability will vary through the
all parties and measures involved in
seasons, fish can spawn in the area,
the incident response, both public
and roe or larvae can be far more
and private. In this case, the state
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Photo: Rune Bergstrøm/Kystverket

affected by oil damage than adult
fish.
Large flocks of birds may,
for instance, gather in limited
areas during spring and autumn
migration. The Norwegian
Coastal Administration has an
advisory group consisting of
representatives from various
authorities with responsibility for
food safety, management of species,
environmental issues, public health,
fisheries and breeding, which gives
us input on prioritisation of areas
to be screened or cleaned up first,
degree of cleanup, etc. They also
advise on the content and extent
of environmental studies that are
normally implemented immediately
after larger pollution incidents.
The environmental study will
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typically investigate the extent of
damage, evaluate the status of the
environment related to the state of
the environment before the incident
occurred, and evaluate the effect
of the implemented measures with
regard to cleanup and reinstatement
of the environment.
Trafficked sea area, rich in
biodiversity
Skagerrak is the sea area between
the northern tip of Denmark
(Skagen), the southern tip of Norway
(Lindesnes) and Marstrander on
the Swedish coast. It is dominated
by a saltwater current coming up
along the west coast of Denmark
and a current with lower salt content
from the Baltic Sea. This sea area is
heavily trafficked with many ferry
routes, freight transport to the major

cities, ship traffic in and out of the
Baltic Sea, and fishing activities.
Many pleasure boats also visit the
area, especially during summer.
There are more than 2,000
marine organisms living in the
Skagerrak sea, many of which are
indigenous to the area. Some are of
great importance to fisheries and
other business activities. The area is
rich in seabird life, and contains a
number of rare insects and plants.
Several conservation areas are meant
to preserve the biodiversity or special
landscapes that exist only here.
Geology in the area (Vestfold
and Telemark) is also special, and
a UNESCO Global Geopark was
established in 2015. This area has
extensive geological diversity in both
a Norwegian and an international

context.
The area around the Langesund
bay - where the exercise takes
place - is known for excellent
deepsea fishing, an important area
for migratory birds (with research
stations at Mølen and Jomfruland),
and important nesting and wintering
areas for seabirds in shallow and
nutritious sea areas.
There is also a viable stock of
harbour seals. Several important
nature reserves and landscaping
areas preserve biodiversity, geology,
landscape and cultural heritage.
A national park was established
in 2017, including the islands of
Stråholmen and Jomfruland and
most of the surrounding waters.
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notes

SCOPE 2017
the exercise
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FACTS: Norway is a partner
in the international work and
cooperation for protecting the
marine environment, through the
Copenhagen Agreement and the
Bonn Agreement. Coordination
of Norway’s commitment in
these agreements is administered
by the Norwegian Coastal
Administration (NCA).
In case of acute pollution,
the parties are committed to
support each other to protect the
marine environment. Further,
Norway is a part of the Union
Civil Protection Mechanism
under EU, which may also
be activated during serious
accidents.
SCOPE 2017 is a definitive
opportunity for participating
organisations to train in crises
management and collaboration
during a serious vessel accident.
SCOPE 2017 is one of the
largest maritime oil and chemical
protection exercises in Europe.

Planning
16

The SCOPE 2017
will be conducted 25th
– 29th of September
2017 in the Grenland
area, Norway.

Exercise timeline

Week36:

Notification and Request
for Assistance Exercise

25th Sept

Official opening, arrival
of vessels, briefing

26th Sept

Field training exercise
offshore, Observers
program, VIP program

27th Sept

Field training exercise
offshore and onshore,
Place of Refuge table top,
Observers program,
Claims workshop

28th Sept

Claims workshop, Place of
Refuge table top exercise,
Notification workshop
29th Sept

Closing & departure

Exercise

SCOPE 2017 is a comprehensive
exercise concerning response to oil
spill and other harmful substances
that threaten humans and the marine
environment.
SCOPE 2017 shall improve national
and international coordination of
vessel accidents involving hazardous
and polluting cargoes.
The NCA has been assigned
project funding from the EU
Commission Directorate- General
Humanitarian Aid and Civil
Protection, to plan and conduct this
exercise.

Evaluation

SCOPE 2017 is a joint project
between the Norwegian Coastal
Administration, as the coordinator
and the Swedish Coast Guard,
the Royal Danish Navy, the
Environment Agency Iceland, SouthEast Police district Norway and
Intermunicipal Emergency Response
Organisation in Telemark. Support
from the EU will be requested during
the exercise.
In addition, the NCA is expecting
other organizations to participate
during the exercise.

Way forward
17

notes

HSE

Health Safety and Environment
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oil spill

HSE FOLDER
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HSE during SCOPE 2017
NCA, as the principal company during governmental led acute
pollution incidents, has the coordinated responsibility for Health
Safety and Environment (HSE).
A fundamental principal during an
incident against acute pollution or an
exercise is that measures established
should not impose any danger to
human life and health.
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unacceptable. Personnel safety is the
number one priority.

Main objectives in prioritized
order are:
• Human life and health should
not be harmed
• The Environment should not
suffer any additional damage as
a result of cleanup measures
• Equipment and materials should
not be impaired

The HSE-handbook
In this folder, we have provided the
HSE-handbook in English. This
handbook is part of NCA’s HSE
system, produced in coordination
with NOFO and IUA Bergen. It
builds on experiences established
during previous incidents and
exercises against acute pollution.
This handbook explains NCA’s HSE
system during incidents and exercises
against acute pollution.

These priorities also apply during
the SCOPE2017 exercise and NCA
has the responsibility to make sure
no one gets hurt.
Exposure to unnecessary risks
during the SCOPE2017 exercise is

Same set of rules
The SCOPE2017 exercise consists
of many participants from multiple
countries with different sets of HSE
systems. To make sure everyone
agrees on the same set of HSE rules,

establishment of a safety directive was
necessary. The safety directive explains
exercise specific HSE requirements;
for example: performance risk
assesments, reporting of nonconformance and phases used to alert
incidents or serious situations.
For your own safety, we kindly ask
you to be acquainted with the abovementioned documents. Also, follow
safety regulations given to you by guides
and NCA staff. The guides shall be
recognised by orange wests.
If you see any situations that could
lead to danger, please alert one of the
guides. In the HSE handbook, a report
form for reporting such incidents unwanted incidents - is available. Please
do not hesitate to use this form.
We wish you a good and safe
exercise week here in Langesund.
Take care!

The meaning of these
three phrases are
important to understand and remember:
“NO PLAY”
This phrase alerts a real incident
or injury

“EVACUATION”
This phrase issues an
evacuation.

“STOP EXERCISE”
This phrase issues a stop of the
entire exercise due to a serious
situation. Only distaff can issue
this order. Everyone should remain in his or her given position
until further notice are given.
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Key persons in the SCOPE 2017 exercise:

Stig Wahlstrom

Project Manager
stig.wahlstrom@kystverket.no

Birgitte Kvamme
HSE

Ole Kristian Bjerkemo

Notification Exercise and Workshop

Marianne Henriksen
Press and media
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Sylviann Kårvatn

Travel / Accomodation
sylviann.karvatn@gtravel.no

Kathrine Idås
VIP program

Lill V. Benjaminsen
Claims Workshop

Pål Are Lilleheim
Press and media

Elin NIlssen
Accomodation / Administration
elin.nilssen@kystverket.no

Knut Arnhus

Obervers program

Kjetil Aasebø

3rd EU Place of Refuge TTX

Name

Function:

Johan Marius Ly

Exercise Director

Stig Wahlstrøm

Project Manager

Ole Kristian Bjerkemo

Notification Exercise and Workshop

Jan Kristoffersen

IUA Telemark key contact

Bjørge Lohte

South-East Police key contact

Torben Iversen

Denmark key contact

Örjan Martinsson

Sweden key contact

Sigridur Kristinsdottir

Iceland key contact

Jan Pedersen

DISTAFF / Scenario & Injects

Stig Nordås

DISTAFF / Scenario & Injects

Thomas Henriksen

HNS / Logistics

Ola K. Jordheim

Logistics

Lill V. Benjaminsen

Claims Workshop

Kjetil Aasebø

3rd EU Place of Refuge Table Top Exercise

Kathrine Idås

VIP program

Knut Arnhus

Observers program

Marianne Henriksen

Press and Media

Mona Løken

Project Finance

Birgitte B. Kvamme

HSE

Elin Nilssen

Accommedation / Administration

Sylviann Kårvatn

Travel / Accomodation

Wolfgang G. Krajic

Evaluation

Arya Honarmand

EU Commission

Number:

Thomas Henriksen
HNS / Logistics
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SCOPE 2017 Partners and Participants
Partners:
European Commission
Norwegian Coastal Administration (Coordinator)
Defence Command Denmark
Swedish Coast Guard
Environment Agency of Iceland
Inter-municipal cooperation on acute pollution (IUA) Telemark, Norway
South-East Police District, Norway

Workshops

Other participants:
Oslo Fire and Rescue Services (MIRG-CHEM)
Bergen Fire and Rescue Services (MIRG-CHEM)
Local Fire and Rescue Services
EMSA
Local Port Authorities
Inter-municipal cooperation on acute pollution (IUA) Vestfold, Norway
Norwegian Civil Defence
Norwegian Armed Forces
Havariekommando, Germany
Norwegian Maritime Authority
Norwegian Environment Agency
County Governor of Telemark, Norway
Accident Investigation Board, Norway
Norwegian Clean Seas Association for Operating Companies (NOFO)
Statoil Norway
Solvang ASA (Shipping Company providing an LPG tanker for the scenario play)
DNV GL
GARD (P&I)
Skuld (P&I)
Norwegian Hull Club
Norwegian Directorate for Civil Protection
University College of Southeast Norway
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Places of Refuge Table Top Exercise

Exercise “SCOPE 2017” is a tier 3 Chemical and Oil spill Pollution
Exercise hosted by the Norwegian Coastal Administration (NCA),
co-funded by the European Union Civil Protection.

Notification and Request for
Assistance (NaRa) Workshop
To achieve optimal learning of the exercise, a notification and
request for assistance workshop will be conducted September 25th
at Skjærgården hotel in Langesund.
Three weeks prior to the full
scale exercise a notification and
request for assistance exercise was
conducted.
The objective of the notification
and request for assistance exercise
was to ensure that the point of
contact in each country and ERCC
will receive the notification and
request for assistance, and that they
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will act according to the procedures
for the different agreements
including SafeSeaNet and CECIS
protocols.
This workshop is relevant for
personnel involved in the notification
and request for assistance process in
case of major maritime incidents.

The 3rd EU PoR table top exercise
will be organized in parallel with the
SCOPE 2017, and will make partial
use of the same scenario as the
pollution response exercise.
The overall aim of the TTX is to
make use of the “EU Operational
Guidelines for Place of Refuge”
and relevant operational services
provided by EMSA. Some elements
of the exercise will be conducted
in association with the Claims
Management workshop.
The TTX will focus on addressing
challenges related to dealing with
a vessel carrying HNS products.
Previous table top exercises have
dealt with scenarios involving oil
pollution.
Relevant stakeholders involved in
ship-accidents, such as ship owners,
insurers, salvage companies and
classification societies are invited to

participate in the exercise by playing
their role.
Exercise objectives
The 3rd EU table top exercise on
Places of Refuge has three main
objectives:
1. To continue testing the general appli-*cability of the EU Operational Guidelines
(OG) for Places of Refuge in any PoR case;
2. Test OG particularly in the use in practice
of info exchange tools, especially those
relevant to HAZMAT as well as other
relevant systems;
3. Test OG particularly in the consideration
– at the operational level – of liability/
financial guarantee issues while adopting
a decision on granting a PoR.

The exercise will focus on
information sharing and parallel risk
assessment between involved parties.
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Claims management Workshop

The workshop agenda is developed by NCA in cooperation with
members of the EU Claims Management Working Group and legal
advisors from members of the Copenhagen Agreement.
The main focus of the workshop will
be international cooperation between
countries affected by a spill. Last
part of the Claims Workshop will be
a joint session with the PoR TTX.
The workshop is relevant for
personnel working with claims
handling for the public autorities,
mainly with legal or economic
profesional background.
Familiarise the guidelines
As a preparation for the workshop
the participants are asked to
familiarise with the ”EU Claims
management Guidelines”
www.emsa.europa.eu
The International Oil Pollution
Compensation Funds (IOPC Funds)
provide financial compensation for
oil pollution damage that occurs in
Member States, resulting from spills
of persistent oil from tankers.
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The framework for the regime
was the 1969 International
Convention on Civil Liability for
Oil Pollution Damage (1969 Civil
Liability Convention) and the 1971
International Convention on the
Establishment of an International
Fund for Compensation for Oil
Pollution (1971 Fund Convention).
Additional compensation
A third instrument, the Protocol
to the 1992 Fund Convention
(Supplementary Fund Protocol),
was adopted in 2003, providing
additional compensation over and
above that available under the 1992
Fund Convention for pollution

damage in the States that become
Parties to the Protocol.
The IOPC Funds are financed by
contributions paid by entities that
receive certain types of oil by sea
transport. These contributions are
based on the amount of oil received
in the relevant calendar year, and
cover expected claims, together with
the costs of administering the Funds.
The IOPC Funds have provided
several guidelines;
www.iopcfunds.org
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Expectations
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Arya Honarmand:

Sharing best
practices towards
safer and cleaner
waters

Arya Honarmand will participate in the full-scale, three day exercise
and long after it has been conducted. For the EU Commission
Exercise Officer, “SCOPE 2017 will not be completed before the
gaps are closed and our preparedness is strengthened.”
Arya Honarmand is the EU’s man
who oversees the collaborative
exercises funded by the Commission.
He is currently handling 12 exercises
in different phases, which are cofinanced like SCOPE 2017.
Exercise function
”Exercises can last for a long time.
They are not over after the simulated
exercise,” says Honarmand who
commends Norway and the Nordic
countries for developing good
exercise projects. He believes it
is important to make sure that
simulated exercises are a tool for the

exercise project, which, in turn, is
a tool for further development and
ensuring desired preparedness. This
allows for a proper use of exercises
according to Honarmand.
“Lessons are never fully learned,
but rather lessons identified. Risk,
vulnerability, gap analyzes and
trends are the basis for how the
aim for exercises are developed.
Then one works to fill the gaps
and ensure the benchmark level of
preparedness desired. Large and
complex exercises such as Scope
2017 help test procedures that are
well developed in order to ensure

their continues validity. Some other
elements in Scope 2017 focus on
developing and exploring a new
form of collaboration in order to
find out how it would connect and
coordinate with already established
response procedures. Based on the
findings, recommendations are
developed and an implementation
plan is set,” explains Honarmand.
Strong commitment and
engagement
In the planning conferences leading
up to the exercise, Honarmand
praised the commitment and
good collaboration between the
Norwegian, Swedish and Danish
authorities both from the Maritime
and Civil Protection sectors.
”I see that the multi-national
participants have a very positive
attitude. People are interested,
engaged, and are willing to go
beyond normal expectations. Clearly,
there is a personal commitment
and that is good to see, especially
when conducting an exercise on this
scale.”
Honarmand goes on to
emphasize the importance of sound
project management to allow the
participants to implement plans
and tasks without too much
guidance beyond the scope of the
exercise. The tasks are set within
the framework, so it is up to
the participants to perform says
Honarmand. It provides a very

commendable mixture of structure
and flexibility for all the partners
that are developing and managing
the exercise project.
”In the past some clarity was
needed between the participants,
but this is no longer the case and
there is now more awareness on
what’s needed to improve,” says
Honarmand.
Collaborative learning
Statements have been made that new
knowledge should be the goal of the
exercise, but Honarmand emphasizes
that it is important to “practice, test,
develop and explore what we can and with new people.” Ideally, you
should work with others that you
have not worked with previously,
and with new nations, different
languages and cultures he says.
”Personally, I think you cannot
have a collaborative exercise where
you only learn new things. The risk
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Steinvika, 2017

of learning too much (during an
exercise) is that people who are not
as experienced, may not be able to
perform their tasks, and need trials
and testing. And if they do not get
their work done, we will not be
able to test the system, and learn if
the collaboration works,” explains
Honarmand who firmly believes
people must be able to accomplish
their tasks and contribute to system
building if the exercise is to help to
strengthen preparedness.
”The advantage of practicing
known tasks with new people has
been evident in the planning phases
of SCOPE 2017, where this is
done by experienced people,. This
ensured that the response system
is developed and is in focus rather
than the individuals taking part,
thereby ensuring that the finding and
improvements made are institutional
and long lasting” says Honarmand
and adds, “This becomes even more
effective since people are responsive.
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I see a willingness and desire to
improve. And there is room for open
discussions.”
Effect and consequences
”A stone is a stone, but what is a
stone? Perspectives can differ,” says
Honarmand, quoting an expert who
accompanied the planning group
in a particularly vulnerable and
protected area in Langesund, where
the exercise shall be conducted in
September.
”We have a legacy, a story, which
adds an extra dimension, challenge
to an incident. Steinvika is proof that
we are not only seeing an incident
but also the consequences of it,” says
Honarmand and concludes, “It’s
good to see the big picture, the effect,
the impact it can have in several
places. We are testing our readiness
to handle our responses where even
stones become important.”

An important exercise of realistic extent
The Swedish Coast Guard looks forward to working with the
Norwegian Coastal Administration during the major exercise
Scope 2017. It aims to explore how emergency response can be
improved.
“Our aim is to increase our
knowledge of what we can do
together with Norway in the event of
a major oil or chemical spill,” says
Jonas Holmstrand, who is a rescue
organiser with the Swedish Coast
Guard.
A good test
He has only been with the Coast
Guard for six months, but he was
responsible for all the exercises of
one of Sweden’s municipal rescue
services for 20 years. He explains
that the Swedish Coast Guard has
annual exercises in connection with

the Copenhagen Agreement and the
SweDenGer Agreement between
Sweden, Denmark and Germany, as
well as its own exercises. There are
continuous national exercises.
“I believe the exercise in
Langesund will be a good test of
how we handle an incident of the
type we have planned and we can
all achieve a great deal from it. The
scope of the exercise is realistic, in
terms of the number of countries
involved, the personnel and the
vessels. If we in Europe are to
prepare ourselves for effective, largescale initiatives, we must exercise
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Jonas Holmstrand and Örjan Martinsson from the swedish coastguard.

together using a corresponding
number of units,” says Holmstrand,
pointing out what would have to be
done as a minimum in the event of a
real incident of the same extent as the
SCOPE 2017 scenario.
Following the sequence of
events
His colleague, senior adviser Örjan
Martinsson, adds that collaborative
exercises are essential, since no
country could handle a really major
incident alone.
“And a real incident doesn’t keep
office hours, it continues round the
clock. So we must be able to keep the
effort going throughout the sequence
of events,” says Martinsson.
The Swedish Coast Guard has
now started the countdown to the
exercise, in which it will cooperate
closely with MIRG (the Maritime
Incident Response Group) in Norway
and participate with its oil spill
response vessel KBV 003.
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Aim for the
Swedish Coast Guard:
• Contribute to improved national
and international coordination of
vessel accidents involving hazardous and polluting cargo.
• Decontamination of Swedish Coast
Guard 003 (Chemrec vessel) with
crew from 003 and personnel from
FOI.

Swedish
participation:
KBV 003
KBV 032 or 010
KBV 307
KBV 501 AP
Double Crew KBV 003
6 -10 divers (Water-smoke-chem)
2 persons from Swedish Research
Institute, FOI

Two danish vessels will participate at the
SCOPE 2017-exercise. Photo: Espen Reite

The Danish Defence: High expectations

Torben Iversen at the Danish Defence has high expectations when
it comes to the experiences, changes and improvements resulting
from SCOPE 2017.
“Denmark’s goal for SCOPE
2017 has many facets, and we
expect returns on many levels.
Implementing SCOPE 2017 is a
very complex task, both in terms of
planning and the scenario itself,”
says Iversen, Marine Environment
Officer at Naval Staff.
He adds that planning such
complex exercises and operations
provides valuable experience, both
regarding project management and
project work. Special conditions
regarding EU funding of the exercise
also provide valuable insights for
future cooperation with the Union.

This applies to activities that greatly
benefit all nations in EU cooperation,
both member and partner countries.
36 hours of realistic challenges
The Marine Environment Officer
expects the participating Danish
vessels to harvest experience from
extensive maritime operations,
with many ships deployed at sea in
simultaneous operations to combat
both oil and chemical pollution.
“It will be an intensive exercise,
when you operate with your own
equipment and ships and at the same
time work with foreign entities. The
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exercise on the sea lasts for 36 hours,
which can lead to crew fatigue, and
provides an extra important aspect
of the exercise.”
Endurance test
Iversen emphasises the importance
of having a comprehensive exercise
to assess the impact of time on the
overall organisation of a major
contamination incident.
”This will result in, for example,
heavy strain on the infrastructure,
requiring much traffic control and
logistics personnel, as collected
polluted masses must also be
removed.
A lengthy, complex exercise
provides a real-life test of
contingency plans calculated for the
consequential damages of a major
contamination incident. Plans will
be tested regarding the removal of
polluted masses, ship and aviation
regulation around the area of 
operations, media handling, and
more.”
Resource-intensive exercise
Regarding the preparation of
SCOPE 2017, such an extensive
exercise requires close collaboration
and considerable resources from
the participating countries’
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organisations. This puts demands
on the country’s coordinating in the
exercise.
”Here I would like to praise
the way the Norwegian Coastal
Administration as an authority has
supported the project work,” says
Iversen.
Experiences and recommendations

During the preparations, Iversen has
closely followed the build-up of the
EU observer program.
“I hope that SCOPE 2017 will
lead to a review of the terms, so that
observers with no prior knowledge
of the subject and the exercise, as
well as experts with broad academic
expertise, can be invited,” says
Iversen.
The representative of the Danish
Defence is looking forward to the
lessons learned from the exercise
itself, and the recommendations that
will follow from the personnel in the
field.
“But what I look most forward to
are the operational experiences and
recommendations that the training
and workshops will give us,” he
adds.
Requirements and
emergency ports
There will be two important
workshops during the exercise week,
regarding handling requirements and
emergency ports.
”These are very exciting agendas.
Denmark will therefore participate
with all authorities that have an

Together in Brussels (from the left) Örjan Martinsson (The Swedish Coast Guard) Ole Kristian Bjerkemo
(NCA) Stig Wahlstrøm (NCA) Sigríður Kristinsdóttir (The Environment Agency Island) Torben Holmgaard
(The Royal Danish Navy) Jan Kristoffersen (Intermunicipal Emergency Response Organisation (IUA) in
Telemark).

active role when it comes to place
of refuge,” says Iversen, adding
that the ambition is to use the two
workshops to identify the biggest
challenges in the two areas.
“These are challenges that we
hope will be addressed and regulated
through international cooperation,”
he adds.
Valuable insights
Iversen specifically draws attention
to CECIS as a valuable experience
to bring along with the use of Safe
Sea Net. CECIS, which stands
for the Common Emergency
Communication and Information
System, is an EU-based information
exchange system.
”The exercise will provide
valuable experience in the use
of CECIS and Safe Sea Net, in a
configuration where systems are
gradually developed. The experiences

from the alert exercise, summarized
at a workshop on the first day of the
exercise, will give us new knowledge
on this matter,” he says.
Danish police and DEMA
collaboration
The Danish Defence, together with
the Danish Emergency Management
Agency (DEMA), organises about
six national maritime environmental
exercises each year.
“At least three of these consist
of complex tasks, where the overall
crisis management organisation is
trained. In Denmark, the police is
heading the crisis management. The
Danish police and DEMA therefore
also participates with experts in
SCOPE 2017, so that we can gain
experience to be used in national
exercises,” concludes Iversen.
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What triggers
national action,
and what
happens next?

Crete Cement
Federal Kivalina
Fjord Champion
Full City
Godafoss
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Gudrun Gisladottir
Petrozavodsk
Rocknes
Server
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When the coast
turns black
FULL CITY: On the morning of 30 July 2009 the bulk carrier MV
“Full City” sailed from Skagen in Denmark. The ship was bunkered
with approximately 1,100 tonnes of heavy oil and some diesel.
The ship came to Langesund in
Telemark on the morning of the
same day. The ship was in ballast at
that time and was to load artificial
fertiliser at Herøya in Porsgrunn.
The wind gets up
While awaiting a vacant berth, “Full
City” anchored at Såsteinflaket
off Langesund, at the direction of
the ship’s agent. The ship was 0.9
nautical miles from the nearest land.
Såsteinflaket is open towards the
Skagerrak and is unprotected from
winds from the south. At the time
the ship anchored, there was a near
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Vessel in distress

Affected area

31.07.2009, approximately 00.50 – Message from
Brevik VTS. From the watch
log: “Full City” CS 3FRQ4 run aground at Såstein just
off Langesund.
15,878 GRT. Rough weather; taking in water in engine
room. KV ”Nornen” in position + 1 tonne petrol.
HRS leading ops. Crew of
23 on board. 1,000 m3 IF
180, 130 marine diesel. Vessel in ballast”

Extent of the oil Sunday 2 August at 12.00

gale from the south-east and the
wave height was estimated as 2-4
metres. A storm warning was sent
over the radio.

control of the situation, but this
was unsuccessful. “Full City”
ran aground at 00:23 at Såstein.
At 00.37 the captain requested
assistance. A vessel was then sent
to evacuate the crew. Because of the
bad weather and high seas it was not
possible to get a tow on board.

The captain asks for assistance
Information from the AIS system
showed that “Full City” began
to drift towards shore just before
midnight, and shortly after midnight
Brevik Vessel Traffic Service (VTS)
centre contacted the ship with the
information that it was drifting and
requested a situation report.
The captain attempted to get
the vessel under way and gain

Next: national action
The strong wind and high seas
caused increasing damage to the ship
during the night; before the ship
came to rest on the banks off Såstein.
The NCA received a message
about the grounding at 00.50.
The rescue action was led by
the Joint Rescue Coordination
Centre. Shortly after most of the
crew of “Full City” had been

evacuated, the Norwegian Coastal
Administration started a centrally led
oil countermeasures action.
What Full City caused
The spillage led to pollution over
an area from Stavern in Vestfold to
Lillesand in Aust-Agder, and about
200 positions were polluted with oil.
Many outdoor recreational
activities had to stop as a result of
the accident and, as the clearance
action proceeded, the pattern
of reaction changed from anger,
bewilderment and sorrow to
optimism and belief in the future.
The NCA has presented a claim
to the ship’s owners for a refund of
the government’s costs, in connection
with handling the incident.
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PETROZAVODSK

RESPONSE RESOURCES
Vessels with oil spill response equipment:
The Norwegian Coastal Administration’s
vessels (4)
The Norwegian Coast Guard (2)
The Swedish Coast Guard (3)
NOFO (1)
The Marine Home Guard, local vessels,
tugs etc.
Oil booms
Approximately 10,000 metres of
“normal” booms
Approximately 10,000 metres of
absorbent booms (consumables)
Other oil spill response equipment such
as skimmers, suction vehicles etc.
Monitoring equipment
LN-HTD, helicopter

KEY FIGURES:
About 75 km of shoreline was affected
About 195 positions cleaned up
About 18,000 days’ work performed in
total
About 3,000 tonnes of waste delivered
About 963 tonnes of oil were dealt with

Did you know...
37 protected nature and bird
areas and geologically
protected areas were soiled
by oil from Full City
in the summer of 2009,
and more than
2,000 seabirds died?

Strategy, priorities:
• Life, health (population, response
personnel)
• The environment (the natural
environment/natural resources)
• Commercial interests
(aquaculture before other
material values)

Lofoten, 18.06.02

CRETE CEMENT

SERVER

Fagerstrand, 19.11.08

Fedje, 12.01.07

ROCKNES

GODAFOSS

Vatlestraumen, 19.01.04

Hvaler, 17.02.11

FEDEREAL KEVALINA
Haugesund, 06.10.08

FJORD CHAMPION

FULL CITY
Langesund, 31.07.09

Søgne, 04.03.05

Oil account:
Oil remaining in the
environment: 191 m3

Oil pumped from
the vessel: 860 m3

FJORD
CHAMPION

GODAFOSS

ROCKNES

SERVER

GUDRUN
GISLADOTTIR

CRETE
CEMENT

FEDERAL
KIVALINA

PETROZAVODSK

Sea operation:
28 m3
Shoreline operation:
74 m3
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GUDRUN GISLADOTTIR

The NCA’s role:
1. Exercise of authority, supervision
2. Advice - assistance
3. Central leadership of action
On call 24/7

FIND OUT MORE:

FULL CITY

Bjørnøya, Svalbard, 11.05.09
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The pictures above show an equipment test at minus 20 degrees, burning oil on water and a test of a skimmer under development in the basin at our National Centre for Testing of Oil Spill Response Equipment.

What are we doing today?
In the aftermath of the serious acute pollution incidents along
the coast, we have concentrated on coordination, research and
development, plus a number of exercises.
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The handling of the incidents
described here has been led by the
Norwegian Coastal Administration
(NCA). We received assistance from
other government agencies, local
authorities, Inter-municipal Acute
Pollution Committees (IUAs) and
our neighbouring country (Sweden).

improvement.
Among other things, the NCA
has developed administrative
guidelines for local authorities and
IUAs, to ensure uniform action
and enable them to better manage
their own resources during national
actions on acute pollution.

Guidelines developed
Through collaboration in handling
these incidents we have got to know
each other, as well as identifying
some important points for

National plan for coordination
In 2015, the NCA completed a
national plan for preparedness
against acute pollution. This plan is
an important element in the NCA’s

Research and development is an important priority area for improving contingency plans for oil
counter measures; exercises and tests are vital for how we handle a real incident.

coordinating role. You can read
about it from page 59.
Practical exercises
During the course of the year there
are exercises throughout the country
from north to south. These are led
either by the NCA or by those with
whom we will collaborate in an
incident.
The NCA also performs regular
environmental risk and preparedness
analyses, to ensure that the national
plan for preparedness against acute
pollution is correctly dimensioned,
and that we exercise on the right
things and with the right agencies.
Research and development
The programme Oil Spill Response
2015 has been established to
stimulate the industry to initiatives

for devising new products and
solutions that can cover the future
operational needs of the NCA
and NOFO (the Norwegian Clean
Seas Association for Operating
Companies). This can be done by
developing new technology or by
combining new technology with
existing solutions for use in new
applications or operations.
Offers test facilities
The NCA’s National Centre for
Testing of Oil Spill Response
Equipment helps to ensure that
private and public organisations,
both Norwegian and foreign, can
test and develop new solutions.
We can test equipment with waves,
currents and actual oil spills at our
centre.
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Development of new solutions
The magnitude of the environmental impact from an oil spill
occurrence is dependent on how quickly the clean-up begins. In
order to streamline this process, the NCA has developed a new
mapping solution for oil recovery operations.
Past: Notification of oil spill from stranded ships. Registration starts in the
field with pen and paper and is then further processed by manually logging
the data in map solution. This will at best be done the same evening, which
by hand makes for a time-consuming process before a common operation
picture is established.
Present: Notification of oil spill from stranded ships. The registration is
done in the field through a mobile application which immediately makes the
data accessible for the operation managers. A common operation picture is
established in real time.
The time it takes from an oil spill
occurs until the recovery process
begins has been substantially
minimized due to the development of
the map-solution for preparedness.
Project Manager and Senior Advisor
at NCA, Simen Slotta, explains how
oil spill recovery along the shore can
now be mapped and managed more
efficiently thanks to the new map-
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technology. The development project
has been led by the NCA in close
cooperation with the Norwegian
Clean Seas Association for Operating
Companies (NOFO).
”This new technology enables
us to act faster, more efficient and
with higher accuracy. It makes it
possible to efficiently utilize the
recovery resources in both tactical

and operational management.
In addition, we can reduce the
environmental impact”, says Slotta.
By introducing standardized
objects and registration-forms
that attaches to a detailed coastal
contour, the new map-solution
provides consistent and accurate
data. Once the data is synchronized
with the server, the information is
accessible for all parties involved
through the map-solution.
Facilitates and gives an
overview
Senior Advisor Rune Bergstrøm
at NCA has great expectations for
the new technological solution. He
believes it will facilitate the work of
an oil spill response, help in planning
the recovery, and make it easier to
calculate the cost of the recovery.
”This will enable us to better
prioritize when planning where
to focus our efforts. At the same
time it will give us a more accurate
picture of how

much and how many
meters of shoreline is contaminated.
This will give us the necessary
information for allocating our
resources and estimating costs
for recovery operations,” said
Bergstrøm.
Faster communication-lines
Slotta explains what the new mapbased preparedness-solution means
in practice for those who will take
action when an oil spill occurs.
”We get a new way of looking at

the common operation
picture if we were to have
handled an operation the
size of the one that came when
Full City ran aground in 2009.”
He explains that based on lessons
learned from major incidents of
acute pollution in 2009 and 2011,
NCA would look at what could
be done to improve the tools that
already existed. They saw that the
map-solutions that were adopted
during Full City in 2009, “Kystinfo”,
provided an opportunity to digitize
and report in a better way. One of
the positive experiences was easier
cooperation and communication
between the parties involved.
Saw potential for development
”The challenge was that the
necessary components to facilitate
a field-solution were not in place.
We still had to make notes on paper,
at best at night. There was a delay
between what was observed in the
field and what was added to the
solution. Additionally, the solution
was not designed to register accurate
recordings, but it did give a rough
overview and was certainly helpful
in the campaign,” said Slotta.
NCA saw the potential in
developing a field-solution. After
first checking if other nations had
developed something similar, the
innovation efforts to develop the
map-solution begun. This was a
collaborative effort between NCA
and NOFO.
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”We wanted to be able to
collect data in real time from
the field, and get it quickly
over to those who coordinate
response and recovery,” said
the Senior Advisor.
Efficiency and precision
The new tools consist of two
main components with a
clear goal: to quickly build
a common operation picture
for the parties involved, be
available for tablets and
mobile - and eventually reduce
the environmental impact of
future oil spills.
The tools will provide
greater efficiency and
precision in the execution
of oil-spill response- and
recovery-operations.
”With ”Strandappen”,
which we call the mobile fieldsolution, you can collect data
in the field, take pictures and
video, view oil surcharges,
and quickly communicate this
to the map-solution,” said
Slotta.

User-involvement
A test-team of experienced
people from both the
Godafoss- and the Full Cityoperation has ensured broad
involvement from the users
during this developmentprocess.
”NCA has a good spatial
data infrastructure. In the
development of this map
solution, we got back what
we put in; in terms of the
resources we’ve invested.
The only thing that remains
is the implementation of the
solutions,” said Slotta.
The big test of the new
technology is to take place
this autumn, when they are
intended to be used in a major
emergency exercise. Slotta
also see growth potential in
the new solutions.
”I imagine that we can
integrate more seamless data
and services from aircraft and
satellite in the map-solution,”
concluded the project leader.

FACTS:
• Web-map-solution based on the
Adaptive technology
• Field-solution based on the Android-application Norgeskart
• Registry in field based on
SCAT-methodic
• Access for offline use with local
storage of background maps and
data
• Unified registration in field with
high precision - data snapped to
the coastline
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• Records of oil surcharges, images
and video captured in the field
synchronizes to server
• Building common operation picture
almost in real time
• Utilized agile development methodology - Scrum
• Partnership project between NCA
and NOFO

What it really is about ...
Sometimes a picture says more than a thousand words.
This picture shows two brothers’ reaction to their summer paradise, Krogshavn,
filled with smelly oil after the Full City Accident. Photo: Kjetil Rakkestad.
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Agreements
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What is the Copenhagen Agreement?
The governments of Denmark,
Finland, Iceland, Norway and
Sweden have agreed to cooperate
concerning response to oil spill
or other harmful substances at
sea. Contamination by oil or
other harmful substances at sea

is a serious threat to the marine
environment and of essential interest
of all parties. The agreement was
signed in 1971 and has later been
revised. Contracting parties have,
through the agreement undertaken
to cooperate in protecting the
marine environment - regardless of
which country is threatened by the
contamination.
Areas of agreement are the
coastal waters, territorial waters and
other waters within the respective
fishing zones, continental shelf and
economic zone boundaries. Specific
for the agreement is the use of the
common Nordic languages Danish,
Norwegian and Swedish.
More about the agreement at
www.copenhagenagreement.org.
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What is the Bonn Agreement?
The Bonn Agreement is the
mechanism by which the North Sea
States, and the European Union (the
Contracting Parties), work together
to help each other in combating
pollution in The North Sea Area
from maritime disasters and chronic
pollution from ships and offshore
installations, and to carry out
surveillance as an aid to detecting
and combating pollution at sea.
The North Sea States are
Belgium, Denmark, France,
Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands,
Norway, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom of Great Britain and
Northern Ireland.

Norway’s main contact point for our
agreements is Mr Ole Kristian Bjerkemo.

If you want to read more about
the Bonn Agreement follow
this link: www.bonnagreement.org
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EU Civil Protection Mechanism
Why is this important?
Civil protection assistance consists
of governmental aid delivered in the
immediate aftermath of a disaster.
It can take the form of in-kind
assistance, deployment of speciallyequipped teams, or assessment and
coordination by experts sent to the
field.
Yet, disasters know no borders.
A well-coordinated response at a
European level is necessary to avoid
duplication of relief efforts and
ensure that assistance meets the real
needs of the affected region.
What are we doing?
In 2001, the EU Civil Protection
Mechanism was established,
fostering cooperation among
national civil protection authorities
across Europe. The Mechanism
currently includes all 28 EU Member
States in addition to Iceland,
Montenegro, Norway, Serbia,
the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia and Turkey.
The Mechanism was set up to
enable coordinated assistance from
the participating states to victims of
natural and man-made disasters in
Europe and elsewhere.
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Operational centre
The operational hub of the
Mechanism is the Emergency
Response Coordination Centre
(ERCC) which monitors emergencies
around the globe 24/7, and
coordinates the response of the
participating countries in case of a
crisis.
Thanks to the participating states’
pre-positioned and self-sufficient civil
protection modules, civil protection
teams are ready to intervene at short
notice both within and outside the
EU. They undertake specialised tasks
such as search and rescue, aerial
forest fire fighting, advanced medical
posts and more.
Recipient countries
Any country in the world can call on
the EU Civil Protection Mechanism
for help. Since its launch in 2001, the
EU Civil Protection Mechanism has
monitored over 300 disasters and
has received more than 200 requests
for assistance. It intervened in some
of the most devastating disasters the
world has faced, like the earthquake
in Haiti (2010), the triple-disaster
in Japan (2011), typhoon Haiyan
that hit the Philippines (2013), the

floods in Serbia and Bosnia and
Herzegovina (2014), the Ebola
outbreak (2014), the conflict in
Ukraine (2014), the earthquake in
Nepal (2015), and the refugee crisis
in Europe.
If you want to read more about EU
Civil Protection Mechanism follow
the link below.
http://ec.europa.eu/echo/what/civilprotection/mechanism_en

fallout from the Erika (1999) and the
Prestige (2002) accidents and their
resulting oil spills. These incidents
resulted in huge environmental and
economic damage to the coastlines of
Spain and France. They also acted as
a reminder to decision-makers that
Europe needed to invest in better
preparation for a large-scale oil spill,
i.e. above-and-beyond the resources
available at individual Member State
level.
If you want to read more about
EMSA, follow the link below:
http://www.emsa.europa.eu/

About EMSA:
The European Maritime Safety
Agency is one of the EU’s
decentralised agencies. Based
in Lisbon, the Agency provides
technical assistance and support
to the European Commission and
Member States in the development
and implementation of EU legislation
on maritime safety, pollution by
ships and maritime security. It has
also been given operational tasks in
the field of oil pollution response,
vessel monitoring and in long range
identification and tracking of vessels.
A major political impetus to the
setting up of EMSA in 2002 was the
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National
Contingency
Plan
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Mainland Norway

The national contingency plan for acute pollution plays an important
part in the coordinatory role of the Norwegian Coastal Administration
(NCA). It is important for our partners, and acts as an overarching
framework for their own contingency plans. A national contingency plan
is also an international requirement under the international convention
on oil pollution preparedness, response and cooperation (OPRC) from the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO), which Norway has ratified.
Coordination authority has been delegated to us pursuant to the
Norwegian Pollution Control Act, and we aim – in collaboration with a
number of other agencies, institutions and centres of expertise – to ensure
that incidents involving acute pollution are handled in the best possible
manner for the environment.
The national contingency plan builds on the lessons learnt by us and
our partners from the most recent government responses to acute pollution,
which have highlighted the need to provide an overarching framework for
each sector’s own contingency plan. This document is the
first version of the national contingency plan and provides
a concise description of the structure of emergency
preparedness in Norway and the responsibilities and
authority of the most important players in the event of an
undesirable incident involving acute pollution.
http://www.kystverket.no/en/EN_Preparedness-against-acute-pollution/publications2/NCP/
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Private sector emergency
preparedness
Those pursuing activities, which
could cause acute pollution must
ensure the necessary emergency
preparedness to prevent, detect, stop,
remove and minimise the impact of
such incidents.
See section 40 of the Pollution
Control Act. Enterprises have an
independent responsibility to plan,
dimension and lead responses to
acute pollution caused by their
activities. These measures must be
based on such considerations as
environmental risk.
Private enterprises also have
a duty to respond and to render
assistance. The Norwegian
Environment Agency (NEA) specifies
further requirements for emergency
preparedness by private enterprise
for acute pollution, and audits
compliance with these.
Local authority emergency
preparedness
Pursuant to section 43 of the
Pollution Control Act, local
authorities are responsible for
establishing emergency preparedness
for minor cases of acute pollution,
which could occur and have adverse
effects within their boundaries, and
which are not covered by privatesector measures.
The NEA specifies requirements
for local authority emergency
preparedness for acute pollution, and

audits compliance. Local authorities
have established IUAs. They have a
duty to respond and, when ordered
to do so by the NCA, to assist
national emergency response.
Many IUAs with coastlines
have signed agreements with the
Norwegian Clean Seas Association
for Operating Companies (NOFO)
regarding assistance, where they
must respond to acute oil spills from
petroleum activities.
Central government emergency
preparedness
The central government has a duty
to ensure emergency preparedness
for major acute pollution incidents
not covered by local authority,
or private-sector plans, drawn up
pursuant to sections 43 and 4042 of the Pollution Control Act,
respectively.
This duty applies to all acute
pollution from such sources as ships,
shipwrecks and unknown polluters.
It includes monitoring the capacity
of responsible polluters to deal with
their own spills. That also covers
operators in the petroleum industry.
The Pollution Control Act
specifies that local authorities must
ensure the necessary emergency
preparedness for minor acute
pollution incidents which could
occur or have adverse effects within
their boundaries, and which are not
met by private measures pursuant to
sections 40-42 of the Act.
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As far as possible, the pollution
control authority must ensure that
private-sector, local authority and
central government emergency
preparedness is coordinated in a
national system. This plan forms an
important part of that system.
Pursuant to section 46, subsection
3 of the Pollution Control Act, the
NCA can assume full or partial
command of an incident response.
Should the central government take
over a response in the petroleum
sector, its leadership will be based on
the operator’s established incident
command.
The NCA would in the event
supplement the established incident
command with such personnel as
are required. It will establish an
incident command in line with the
ELS, which is the Norwegian version
of the incident command system
model.
When a risk of significant
damage from pollution exists, the
NCA can order, on behalf of central
government, everyone to make
equipment and personnel available
for combating the accident.
Notification of acute pollution
Pursuant to section 39 of the
Pollution Control Act, the party
responsible for a case of actual or
threatened acute pollution is under
an obligation to notify it.
This obligation is described
in more detail in the regulations
concerning notification of acute
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pollution or the danger of acute
pollution.
The following rules apply
pursuant to these regulations.
A vessel must notify one of the
joint rescue coordination centres
(JRCCs) or the nearest coast radio
station. These have their own
instructions which describe who they
should notify in turn.
The operator of a petroleum
installation must immediately notify
the Petroleum Safety Authority
Norway (PSA). The PSA will
ensure that the NCA and others are
notified. Less serious incidents must
be reported to the PSA by the next
working day.
Aircraft must notify the Notice to
Airmen (Notam) office.
The Notam office will notify
the NCA, which in turn will notify
relevant agencies which need to
be informed about the aircraft
observation.
Spills from land-based operations
must be reported to the fire brigade/
emergency services by calling 110.
Specific instructions have been
drawn up for emergency service
operators, including who they should
notify.
Where Svalbard is concerned,
the obligation to notify is governed
by section 70, subsection 3 of the
Svalbard Environmental Protection
Act, and by the cooperation
agreement between the governor of
Svalbard and the NCA.
The petroleum industry’s

obligation to notify is
governed by the section 29 of
the management regulations.
The NCA has its own
emergency response system
for receiving and following up
notifications.
See chapter 7 for
information on the regulations
and obligations related to
international notification.
Central government responses
In the event of major incidents
involving actual or threatened acute
pollution, the NCA, acting on behalf
of central government, can assume
full or partial command of the
response to the incident. See section
46, subsection 3 of the Pollution
Control Act. This will be done when
private-sector or local authority
measures are inadequate or when
the responsible polluter fails to take
action.
The NCA will assume command
of a response by providing
notification in writing to the
responsible polluter (assuming they
have been identified) and to the
affected local authority(ies)/IUA.
Even if the NCA assumes command,
the responsible polluter (company/
enterprise) and the local authority/
IUA response organisations are
expected to continue their efforts
in accordance with their own
emergency response plans, and with
plans and orders from the NCA.
In the event of a central

government response, local
authorities/IUAs report to the NCA’s
incident command.
The NCA’s incident command
will incorporate representatives from
the responsible polluter, insurance
company(ies), advisers – such as
personnel from the county governor’s
office, the Norwegian Maritime
Authority (NMA) and so forth
– and other bodies. One or more
representatives from the IUA are
also expected to be present with the
incident command. This ensures that
the incident command has access to
people with local knowledge and
that the IUA can exert real influence
on the measures initiated.
To meet the challenges presented
by serious acute pollution incidents,
the NCA has established an advisory
group which can safeguard technical
and unified environmental priorities.
Further information on central
government responses is provided by
the NCA’s administrative guidelines
and its guide to the ELS (in
Norwegian only).
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Joint rescue
coordination
centres
Local rescue
coordination
services
Petroleum
Safety Authority
Norway

Ministry of Transport
and Communications

Norwegian
Coastal
Administration’s
incident
command team

Norwegian Maritime Authority - adviser on shipping incidents
Norwegian Environment Agency - adviser on environmental impact
Advisory group:
- Norwegian Environment Agency
- Norwegian Institute of Public Health
- Institute of Marine Research
- Directorate of Fisheries
- Norwegian Food Safety Authority
- Norwegian Polar Institute
- National Institute of Nutrition and Seafood Research
Advisers from the County Governor's environmental
protection department

Incident
commander
disabled ship

Incident
commander
sea
Affected
local
authority

Incident
commander
land (IUA)

Incident
commander
land (IUA)

Affected
local
authority

Affected
local
authority

Resources:
The government via:
- Norwegian Coastal Administration
- Norwegian armed forces
- Norwegian Civil Defence
- Police
Local authorities
Private
International

Outline of the organisation of central government responses and the NCA’s collaboration
with the various agencies and institutions involved in such efforts.

Threat of acute pollution
The owner of a ship bears the
primary responsibility for preventing
spills to the marine environment
and for initiating damage limitation
measures when pollution occurs or
threatens.
Ships sailing in Norway’s
exclusive economic zone or
territorial waters are covered by
vessel traffic monitoring systems,
and possible deviations from their
course will be noted. Monitoring
concentrates primarily on traffic
which represents a risk. Vessels
and areas to which this applies are
outlined in specific regulations.
If a vessel is close to land or near
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installations on the NCS, measures
must be initiated to prevent it going
aground or drifting towards oil or
gas facilities. Such conditions could
present a threat to life and health
and for acute pollution. The master
of the vessel has a duty to take
action to prevent acute pollution,
including obtaining the necessary
assistance.
If the vessel is in Norway’s
territorial waters (up to 12 nautical
miles from the coast), if a risk exists
that it might run aground and if the
master has not taken the necessary
action, the NCA can order it to
accept assistance. Such help may be
provided by commercial tugs which

enter into a contract with the owner
or by vessels from Norway’s national
emergency towing scheme.
Once the towline has been taken
aboard, the vessel will be conducted
to a berth or a port of refuge.
Specific procedures are followed
to determine which port of refuge
should be used in order to ensure
that the various players are involved
in the decision.
An overview of relevant ports
of refuge is available on the
NCA’s website under the coastal
information map.
The final decision on the port
of refuge to be used is taken by the
NCS on the basis of the decisionmaking process mentioned above.
Authority to determine which port
of refuge will be used is delegated to
the director of emergency response in
the NCA, and has been delegated on
to the duty officer in the emergency

response department. If possible, the
latter will discuss the decision on the
port of refuge to be used with the
director of emergency response, the
director general of the NCA or their
deputies before implementing it.
Acute pollution related to
accidents with ships
A number of national, regional and
local agencies and organisations have
a responsibility to take action in the
event of acute pollution caused by
shipping. Some have a primary duty
to minimise the effects of a marine
accident, while others are responsible
for specific measures or assignments
if pollution threatens sea areas and
the coast.
Measures to minimise damage to
the natural environment are initiated
in parallel with the action taken by
the Norwegian government to save
human life. The latter operations are
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Foto: Ragnar Næss

The Norwegian Coastal Administration declared the follow-up of the disabled vessel Tide
Carrier near Feistein in Jæren to be a government operation managed by the Norwegian
Coastal Administration from 16:18 on Wednesday 22 February.

led by the local rescue coordination
centre in the relevant police district
or by a JRCC.
The responsible polluter is
basically responsible for acting to
minimise damage, but local authority
or central government emergency
response organisations can also
initiate measures if such incidents
occur.
Responses to acute pollution
caused by shipping accidents, which
involve small vessels and which fall
within the scope of local government
emergency preparedness will be led
by the local authority/IUA. Privatesector emergency preparedness
organisations have a duty to assist
local authority responses. Central
government can also provide support
in the form of equipment and
advisers.
Responses to acute pollution
caused by shipping accidents,
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which involve large vessels and
which exceed the scope of local
government emergency preparedness
will normally be led by the NCA on
behalf of the central government.
It will take command of the
response in accordance with its own
contingency plan. In the event of a
central government response, local
authority emergency organisations
are expected to continue their work
under the leadership of the NCA
in line with the duty to assist as
specified in the Pollution Control
Act.
The responsible polluter is also
obliged to initiate measures after
central government has assumed
command.
When central government takes
charge of the response, privatesector emergency organisations
have a duty to assist at the request
of the NCA. A number of national

Barents Cooperation Exercise. Photo: Espen Reite

and regional agencies and players
will also contribute in their area
of responsibility – treating oilcontaminated wildlife, for example,
providing information about
environmentally vulnerable areas
or fishery resources, or providing
resources.
International assistance and
cooperation
One of Norway’s obligations
following its ratification of the
OPRC convention is to draw up
and maintain a national contingency
plan for managing acute pollution
of the marine environment. That
also includes bilateral or multilateral
agreements on notification and
assistance from neighbouring
countries.
The latter in this context are
Sweden, Denmark including
Greenland and the Faroe Islands,
Iceland, all nations around the North
Sea, Russia, and other countries
bordering the Arctic.
Regular notification exercises are

conducted to ensure that everyone
involved has the right contact
information at all times. Annual
exercises are also staged to test
collaboration between response units
at sea and communication between
the staffs in the various countries.
Norway has cooperation
agreements with all of its neighbours,
and can also request assistance
through the EU.
A host nation support system
has been established to ensure
that possible assistance from other
countries is managed in a satisfactory
manner. Those who provide
assistance to Norway are followed
up from the moment they cross the
border until the assignment has
been terminated. An EU document
on host nation support guidelines
has been further developed by
the DSB into a set of Norwegian
guidelines. The NCA has established
routines for incidents involving acute
pollution which accord with these
guidelines.
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notes

Oil for
Development
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Programme is support for capacity
development through institutional
collaboration. This involves
Norwegian public institutions
entering into long-term cooperation
agreements with public institutions
in partner countries.

Knowledge can make a difference
for millions of people

Foto: Ken Opprann

The aim of the Oil for Development (OfD) Programme is to
reduce poverty by promoting economically, environmentally and
socially responsible management of petroleum resources.
Oil and gas play an important
role in an increasing number of
developing countries, and has the
potential to generate economic and
social development. In several cases,
however, it has proven difficult to
translate the resource into improved
welfare for citizens of those
countries.
Sharing experience
Norway continues to receive
numerous requests from
countries that wish to learn from
our experience in petroleum
management, which is why the
Government of Norway initiated
OfD Programme in 2005.
Through the OfD Programme,
Norway shares its experience from
more than four decades of managing
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oil and gas resources. Some key
characteristics of the Norwegian
experience are:
• s trategic ownership by the state, strong
and competent institutions
• c ontinual accumulation of technical
knowledge, an advanced regulatory system with high respect for the environment, health and safety
• t he society’s determination to secure national control over petroleum resources
Building partnerships
In collaboration with partner
countries, the OfD Programme
targets poverty reduction through
responsible management of
petroleum resources.
The main approach of the OfD

The Norwegian public
institutions involved
in the OfD:
• The Norwegian Petroleum Directorate
• Norwegian Environment Agency
• Petroleum Safety Authority Norway
• Norwegian Coastal Administration
• Norwegian Oil Taxation Office
• Statistics Norway
The Ministry of Petroleum and
Energy, the Ministry of Climate
and Environment and the Ministry
of Finance oversee the assistance
provided. The Programme also
coordinates activities with Statistics
Norway, the Office of the Auditor
General of Norway and Ministry of
Transport and Communication.
Other partners involved in the
Programme are consultancies and
research institutions, multilateral
actors such as the IMF and the
World Bank, as well as civil society
organizations, the media and
academia.
The Coastal Administration’s
involvement in OfD
The Norwegian Coastal
Administration (NCA), together

with the Norwegian Environment
Agency, comprises the environmental
component in the OfD Programme.
The NCA is active in several
countries, contributing with, among
other things, assistance in developing
national plans and implementing
them through training and exercises.
Activities can take place in the
individual countries, be tailored to
a single country, be coordinated
activities involving more than one
country or be delegation visits in
Norway.
The NCA also contributes
with training activities and in
several workshops and seminars.
As of 2017, the NCA is active in
Myanmar, Cuba, Lebanon, Tanzania,
Uganda, Kenya and Mozambique.
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Strengthen
your
network
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OfD involvement and
Norwegian emergency
preparedness
The NCA’s involvement in OfD
offers many advantages for
Norwegian emergency preparedness.
Through our work in the OfD
countries, we get a fresh look at our
own preparedness. Individuals we
meet are often highly educated and
experienced, if not within our field of
study. They ask qualified questions
when we present the Norwegian
model.

discussions, also on topics regarding
Norwegian petroleum management,
and gives us, with our limited
placement through emergency
preparedness, a better view of the
whole picture, and helps us consider
problems from different angles.
Recurring topics in the OfD
work are transparency, women’s
rights, and anti-corruption. Although
Norway is considered a country that
is well-suited in such contexts, the
work provides a new approach to
these areas.

More than one angle
We meet representatives of
Norwegian cooperation agencies
on OfD assignments. They can be
representatives from the Petroleum
Directorate, the Petroleum Safety
Authority Norway, the Environment
Agency, the Oil Taxation Office,
Statistics Norway and sometimes the
ministries.
This leads to many professional

Global preparedness
Global thinking is becoming a part
of emergency preparedness. We
have become more aware of the
potential for serious emissions with
consequences for many countries,
and new themes appear, such as
terror. Under such circumstances, the
understanding of preparedness in a
larger context is of great importance.
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Contact list

Contact list

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:
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Contact list

Contact list

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:

name:

name:

title:

title:

organisation:

organisation:

country:

country:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

to be remembered by, please write/draw in the square:

Tel:

Tel:

e-mail/website:

e-mail/website:
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Glossary of
the sea

The Copenhagen Agreement conducted the plenary assembly in Norway, spring 2016: The plenary
assembly, work groups, bi-and triateral exercises are important forums for exchanging information on
all levels within the agreement.

Did you know that the Copenhagen Agreement, the Nordic
cooperation for the marine environment, has developed its own
glossary?
BACKGROUND: The governments
of Denmark, Finland, Iceland,
Norway and Sweden have agreed
to cooperate concerning response to
oilspill or other harmful substances
at sea. Contamination by oil or other
harmful substances at sea is a serious
threat to the marine environment
and of essential interest of all parties.
The agreement was signed in 1971
and has later been revised.
Contracting parties have,
through the agreement, undertaken

to cooperate in protecting the
marine environment - regardless of
which country is threatened by the
contamination.
Areas of agreement are the
coastal waters, territorial waters and
other waters within the respective
fishing zones, continental shelf and
economic zone boundaries.
Specific for the agreement is the
use of the common Nordic languages
Danish, Norwegian and Swedish.
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ENGLISH

NORWEGIAN

SWEDISH

DANISH

FINNISH

ICELANDIC

Abandoned

Forlatt

Övergivet

Forladt

Hylätty

yfirgefin

Abate

Redusere (skadevirkning)

Mildra (skadeverkningar)

Aftage/reducere

Hillitä, minimoida vahingot

mildandi

Abatement

Begrensning (skadeomfang)

Mildrande (av skada)

Reduktion

Minimointi

minnkun

Aboard, on board

Ombord

Ombord

Om bord

Aluksella

Borð , um borð

Acid

Syre

Syra

Syre

Happo

sýru

Affected

Angrepet

Angripen

Påvirket

Vaikuttunut, tarttunut

áhrifum

Affected

Berørt (område)

Smittad

Omfattet/påvirket/under indflydelse

Saastunut

áhrifum

Aft

Akter

Akterut

Agter/agterude

Perä, peräänpäin

aftan

Airlift (dredge)

Mudringspumpe

Mammutpump		

Imupumppu

periferimunstycka

Airplane

Fly

Flygplan

Lentokone

flugvélin

Fly
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Alleged violation

Påstått overtredelse

Föregiven (påstådd) överträdelse

Påstået overtrædelse

Väitetty rikos

Varði meint brot

Alongside

Langsmed, langs siden

Långsides

Langs siden

Sivulla

Samhliða

Anchor

Anker

Ankare

Anker

Ankkuri

akkeri

Anchorage

Ankerplass, el. ankring

Ankarplats; ankring

Ankerplads/ankring

Ankkuripaikka

festing

Assessment

Bedømmelse, vurdering

Bedömning

Vurdering

Arvio

mat

Assistance

Asistanse

Assistans

Assistance

Apu

aðstoð

Assurance

Forsikring

Försäkring, försäkran

Forsikring

Vakuutus

Sjálfstraust

Authority

Myndighet

Myndighet

Myndighed

Viranomainen

opinber

Bad weather

Uvær

Oväder

Dårligt vejr/uvejr

Huono sää

Vont veður

Barge

Lekter

Pråm

Pram

Proomu

pramma

Bearing

Lager (i motor)

Lager (i motor)

Pejling/Leje (i motor)

Laakeri

legur

Bilge water

Bunnvann ( i fartøy)

Slagvatten

Spildevand

Pilssivesi

kjölfestuvatn

Binoculars

Kikkert

Kikare

Kikkert

Kiikarit

sjónauki

Bitumen

Asfalt olje

Naturlig asfalt

(naturlig) asfalt

Bitumi

jarðbiki

Blackout

Strømløst (fartøy)

Strömlöst

Udfald/strømudfald

Sähkökatko

myrkvun

Bollard pull

Max trekk-kraft för buksering

Max dragningskraft för bogsering

Pæletræk

Paaluvetokyky

togkraftur

Boom

Lense (oljelense)

Länsa (oljelänsa)

Flydespærring/bom

Puomi

Olíugirðing

Boom barge

Lekter med lense

Sjösläp

Slæbepram

Puomiproomu

Bómu prammi

Branch pipe

Grenrør

Grenrör

Forgrener/forgreningskobling

Putken haara

stútur

Branchman		

Strålförare		

Suihkun suuntaaja

geislun ökumenn

Breathing apparatus

pusteapparat

Andningsskydd

Åndedrætsværn

Hengityslaite, -suojain

öndunartæki

Bridge

Bro

Brygga

Bro

Silta, komento-

Brú

Buoyancy

Flyteevne, oppdrift

Flytförmåga

Opdrift

Kelluvuus

flotkraftur

Buoyant

Flytende

Flyt-, flytande

Flydende/Let

Kelluva

Flot-

Calm

Vindstille

Vindstilla

Rolig

Tyyni

Logn

Capsize

Kantre

Kantra, kapsejsa

Kæntre

Kaatua

hvolfir

Captain

Kaptein

Kapten

Kaptajn/skibschef

Kapteeni

Skipstjóri/fyrirliði/foringi

Cargo

Last

Last

Last

Lasti

Farmur

Cargo vessel

Lastefartøy

Lastfartyg

Lastskib/fragtskib

Rahtialus

flutningaskip

Carriage

Frakt, forsendelse

Transport, befraktning

Transport/befordring

Kuljetus

flutningur/frakt

Casing

Foring for rør, eksosrørshus

Hölje

Casing/beklædning

Kotelo

hlíf

Chief engineer

Maskinssjef

Maskinchef

Maskinchef

Konepäällikkö

Yfirvélstjóri

Cleanup measures

Sanering, opprydningstiltak

Bekämpningsåtgärder

Oprydningsforanstaltninger

Torjuntatoimet, puhdist

Hreinsunar aðgerðir

Code diamond		

Farlighetsdiamant

Fareseddel - fare-diamant

Vaara-arvio

Hazard demantur

Combat

Bekjempe

Bekämpa

Bekæmpe

Torjua

Viðbragð/aðgerðir

Combat operation

Bekjemnings- operasjon

Bekämpningsoperation

Bekæmpelsesoperation.

Torjunta

Stýring/stjórnun aðgerða

Combustible

Brennbar

Brännbar

Brandbar

Palava

brennanlegum
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Combustion

Forbrenning

Förbränning

Forbrænding

Polttaminen

Bruni

Command control

Ledelse

Ledning

Kommando og kontrol

Johto, johtaminen

Stjórn

Compatible

Kompatibel

Förenlig, kompatibel

Forenelig/kompatibel

Yhteensopiva

samhæft

Compounds

sammensetning, kjemisk forbindelse

Blandningar

Sammensætninger/blandinger

Seokset

efnasambönd

Conduit entry

kabelgjennomføring

Kabelgenomföring

Kabelgennemføring

Läpivienti, kaapelin

Kapalrás

Confine

Begrense

Begränsa

Begrænse

Rajoittaa

takmarka

Confirmation

Bekreftelse

Bekräftelse

Bekræftelse

Vahvistus

staðfesting

Connection

tilkopling

Förbindning

Forbindelse

Liitos, sidos

tenging

Connection

Kobling

Koppling

Kobling

Liitos

kúpling/ tenging

Contain

Inneholde

Innehålla; innesluta

Indeholde/indeslutte

Sisältää

Inniheldur

Container (vessel)

Konteiner

Kärl

Container (containerskib)

Kontti, laivassa

Gámaskip

Container, tank

Beholder, kar

Behållare

Tank

Kontti, tankki

Tankur/gámur

Containment

Inneslutning, innlensing

Inneslutning; inlänsning

Inddæmning/indeslutning

Sisältö

innilokun

Contaminant

Forurensning

Förorening

Forurenende

Saaste, epäpuhtaus

Mengandi efni

Forurener

Contaminant			
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Saastunut

Mengandi efni

Contaminant				

Saastua

Mengandi efni

Contaminate

Forurense

Förorena

Forurene

Saastuttaa

menga

Contingency plan

Beredskapsplan

Beredskapsplan

Beredskabsplan

Valmiussuunnitelma

viðbragðsáætlun

Corrosive

korrosiv, etsende

Frätande

Ætsende

Syövyttävä

ætandi

Countermeasure

Mottiltak

Motåtgärd

Modforholdsregel

Vastatoimenpide

mótvægi

Crane, davit

Kran

Kran

Kran/david

Nosturi, taavetti

Krani, björgunarfleki

Crew

Besetning

Besättning

Besætning

Miehistö

áhöfn

Crude oil

Råolje

Råolja

Råolie

Raakaöljy

Svartolía/ Hráolíu

Damage

Skade

Skada

Skade

Vahinko

Tjón

Dangerous goods list

Liste over farlig gods

Lista över farligt gods

Liste over farligt gods

Vaarallisten aineiden luettelo

Listi yfir hættulegan farm

Debris

avfall, søppel, skrap

Skräp

Vragrester

Roskat, jäte

rusl

Deck

Dekk

Däck

Dæk

Kansi

þilfari

Deck-cargo

Dekkslast

Däckslast

Dækslast

Kansilasti

farmur á þilfari

Decontamination

Dekontaminering,Sanering

Sanering

Rensning/dekontimanering

Puhdistus

hreinsun/afmengun

Deploy

Legge ut/sette ut ( utstyr)

Lägga ut (om utrustning)

Indsætte

Avata kalusto

Innleiða

Diesel fuel oil

Diesel

Dieselbrännolja

Diesel/dieselolie

Dieselpolttoöljy

Diesel olía

Difficult to ignite

Vanskelig å antenne

Svår att antända

Svært antændeligt

Vaikeasti syttyvä

Erfitt að kveikja

Discharge

lossing, lensing, tømme ut

Lasta av, lossa

Udlede

Purkaa, lastia

Losa

Discharge

Utslipp

Utsläpp

Udledning

Päästö

Losun

Disconnected

Koplet fra

Bortkopplad

Frakoblet

Irroitettu, irti kytketty

aftengja

Dispersant

Dispergerings- middel

Dispergeringsmedel

Dispergeringsmiddel

Hajoitusaine

dreifiefni

Dispersed

Dispergert

Dispergerad

Spredt/dispergeret

Hajonnut, aine

dreift
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Disposal

avfall, avhending

Bortskaffande

Bortskaffelse

Hävittäminen

förgun

Dispose of

gjøre seg av med

Göra sig av med

Bortskaffe

Hävitys, jonkun

Losa sig við

Dissolution

Oppløsning (kjemisk)

Upplösning

Opløsning

Liukeneminen, Liuos

upplausn

Distress signal

Nødsignal

Nödsignal

Nødsignal

Hätämerkki

neyðarmerki

Domestic fuel

Lett fyringsolje

Eldningsolja 1

Fyringsolie

Polttoöljy

Innlend merking á

Drain

Avløp

Avlopp

Afløb

Kaivo, viemäri

Dren/holræsi

Dredge

Mudre, rense med dregg, dregg

Muddra; mudderverk

Uddybning/mudder(sedimenter)

Ruopata

Dýpka

Dredging

Mudring

Muddring

Uddybe

Ruoppaus

dýpkun

Drown

Drukne

Drunkna

Drukne

Upota, hukkua

drukkna

Dry powder extinguisher

Pulverapparat (brannslukning)

Pulversläckare

Pulverslukker

Jauhesammutin

duft slökkvitæki

Etv emergency towing vessel

Fartøy for nødslep

Fartyg för nödbogsering

Slæbefartøj til nødslæb.

Hätähinaus-alus

Etv neyðar togskip

Earthed (grounded)

Jordet

Jordad

Jordet (Gået på grund)

Karille ajanut

Jarðtengdir

Emergency lighting

Nødbelysning

Nödbelysning

Nødbelysning

Hätävalaistus

neyðarlýsing

Emergency lightering

Nødlossing

Nödläktring

Nødlægtring

Hätätyhjennys

Neyðarnúmer lightering

Emergency situation

Nødsituasjon

Nödläge

Nødsituation

Hätätilanne

neyðartilvik

Emulsification

Emulgering

Emulgering

Emulgering

Emulsoituminen

þeyting

Emulsified

Emulgert

Emulgerad

Emulgeret

Emulsoitunut, sekoittunut

Þeytt

Endorsement

Godkjenning

Godkännande

Godkendelse

Hyväksyntä

Stuðningur

Enforce

Opprettholde, drive gjennom

Upprätthålla, genomdriva

Håndhæve

Suorittaa, valvoa

framfylgja

Engine

Maskin

Maskin

Maskine

Kone, laivan

Vél

Engine room

Maskinrom

Maskinrum

Maskinrum

Konehuone

vélarrúm

Engine trouble

Maskinskade

Maskinskada

Maskinskade

Koneongelma

Vélabilun

Engineer

Maskinist

Maskinist

Maskinist

Konemies

vélstjóri/verkfræðingur

Escape route

Rømningsvei, nødutgang

Nödutrymningsväg

Flugtvej

Hätäpoistumistie

flóttaleið

Estuary

Elvemunning

Flodmynning, åmynning

Flodmunding

Suisto

ós

Evaporation

Fordamping

Avdunstning

Fordampning

Haihtuminen

uppgufun

Exhaust air duct

Eksoskanal, utluftingskanal

Frånluftskanal

Udstødningsluftkanal

Poistokanava, ilman-

Útblástursrör

Extinguishing medium

Slukkemiddel (brann)

Släckmedel

Slukkemiddel

Sammutusväline

slökkvimiðli

Fatty oil

Animalsk el. vegitabilsk olje

Animalisk el. Vegetabilisk olja

Fed olie (animalsk eller vegetabilsk olie)

Kasvi- tai eläinperäinen öljy

dýra- eða jurtaolíur

Field trial

Feltforsøk

Fältförsök

Feltforsøg

Kenttäkoe

Feltpróf

FiFi 1

Fartøy med brann- bekjempingsklasse 1

Fartyg med brand-bekämpning klass 1

Fartøj med brandbekæmpelse klasse 1

Sammutusluokiteltu alus

Fifi 1

Fire fighting equipment

Brannsluknings- utstyr

Brandmateriel

Brandmateriel

Sammutusvälineet

slökkvibúnaður

Fire

Brann

Eld

Brand/ild

Tulipalo

eldur

Fire alarm

Brannalarm

Brand alarm

Brandalarm

Palohälytys

Brunabjalla

Fire damage

Brannskade

Brandskada

Skade efter brand

Palovahinko

eldskaðar

Fire hose

Brannslange

Brandslang

Brandslange

Paloletku

brunaslanga

eldsneyti
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Fire officer

Brannmannsbefal

Brandbefäl

Brandleder

Palomestari

Slökkviliðsstjóri

Fire proof door

Branndør

Branddörr

Branddør

Palo-ovi

Eldvarnardyr

Fire slide valve

Brannspjell

Brandspjäll

Brandspjæld

Paloventtiili

renniloki

Fire squad (fire unit

Brannmanns enhet ( en lagenhet)

Brandgrupp

Brandgruppe

Sammutusryhmä

Slökkvilið

Fire watch

Brannvakt

Brandbevakning

Brandvagt

Palovahti

Brunavakt

“fireman”

Brannmann

Rökdykare

Rødykker/Brandmand

Savusukeltaja, palomies

” Slökkviliðsmaður ”/

Fireman’s axe

Brannøks

Pikyxa

Brandøkse

Palokirves

Öxi

Flammable

Brannfarlig, brennbar

Brandfarlig

Brandfarlig

Syttyvä

eldfimt

Flap

klaff

Klaff

Klap

Laippa, läppä

Klemma

Flashpoint

flammepunkt

Flampunkt

Flammepunkt

Leimahduspiste

blossamark

Foam compound

skumkonsentrat

Skummedel

Skummiddel

Vaahtoaine

Slökkvifroða

Foam making nozzle

brannskum dyse

Skumstrålrör

Skumdyse

Vaahdonkehitin

Spíss til að úða froðu

Foam monitor

Skumkanon

Skumkanon

Skumkanon

Vaahtosinko, - tykki

Froðubyssa

Fog

Tåke

Dimma

Tåge/dis

Sumu

þoka

Forecast

Prognose

Prognos

Prognose

Ennuste

spá

Forecasting

Prognostisere

Prognostisera

Forudsige

Ennuste, ennustaa

spá

Forward

Forut, forover

Förut

Forude

Eteenpäin

áframsenda

Forward operating base

Baseplass, fremskutt base

Basplats

Fremskudt base

Tukikohta

Bækistöð

Funnel

Skorstein

Skorsten

Skorsten

Savupiippu

Skorsteinn

Furnishing

Innredning

Inredning

Møblering

Sisustus

húsgögn

Galley

Bysse, Kjøkken

Kabyss, kök

Kabys

Keittiö, laivan

Kabyssa/eldhús

Gas

Gass

Gas

Gas

Kaasu

gas

Gas carrier

Gasstanker (gasstankfartøy)

Gastankfartyg

Gastankskib

Kaasutankkeri

Gasflutningaskip

Gas-cylinder

Gassflaske

Gasflaska

Gasflaske

Kaasupullo

Gasflaska

General alert

Full beredskap

Full beredskap

Generalalarm

Yleishälytys, - valmius

Almenn viðvörun

Glow

Gløde

Glöda

Gløde

Hehku

ljómar

Goods

Gods

Gods

Gods/varer

Tavarat

vörur

Grounding

Grunnstøting

Grundstötning

Grundstødning

Karilleajo

Skipstrand

Guard

Vakt

Vakt

Vagt

Vahti, vartija

Vaktmaður

Hatch

Luke

Lastlucka

Luge

Luukku, ruuman

Lestarhleri

Heeling

Krengning

Krängning

Ligge på hælen (trim agterover)

Kallistus

Skipshalli

High expansion foam

Lettskum

Lättskum

Let skum

Kevytvaahto

Léttfroða

Hose

Slange

Slang

Slange

Letku

brunaslanga

Hose fitting

Slangekopling

Slangarmatur

Slangekobling

Letkuliitos

slöngutenging

Hose line

Slangeleding

Slangledning

Slangerute

Letkusto, -selvitys

Slanga

Hurricane

Orkan

Orkan

Orkan

Pyörremyrsky

fellibylur

Hydrant

Brannhydrant

Brandpost

Brandhydrant

Paloposti

Brunahani

reykkafari
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Hydrophilic

Hydrofil (trekker vann)

Vattenattraherande

Vandopløselig

Vettä imevä

vatnssækinn

Hydrophobic

Vannavvisende, hydrofob

Vattenavvisande

Vandafvisende

Vettä hylkivä

vatnsfælin

Ice-breaker

Isbryter

Isbrytare

Isbryder

Jäänmurtaja

Ísbrjótur

Ignite

Antenne

Antända

Antænde

Syttyä, sytyttää

kveikja

Impact

Innvirkning, sammenstøt

Effekt, påverkan

Effekt/påvirkning

Vaikutus

áhrif

Incineration

Forbrenning

Förbränning (av avfall)

Affaldsforbrænding

Jätteenpoltto

Brennsla (úrgangs)

Infected

Infisert

Infekterat			

sýkt

Inhalation

Innånding, innhalering

Inandning

Indånding

Sisäänhengitys

Innöndun

J-chaser

Krok for ankerkjetting

Krok för ankarkätting

”Chaser hook”

Ketjukoukku, J-koukku

Akerisfesting

Keel

Kjøl

Köl

Køl

Köli

kjölur

Kerosene

Parafin

Fotogen

Petroleum

Kerosiini

steinolíu

Ladder

Leider

Lejdare

Lejder

Tikkaat

stigi

Ladder

Stige

Stege

Stige

Rappuset, askelmat

stigar

Launch

Sjøsette

Sjösätta

Søsætte

Laskea vesille, veteen

sjósetja

Law enforcement

rettshåndhevelse

Tillämpning av gällande lag

Myndighedsudøvelse

Lainmukainen, valvonta

Löggæsla

Lethal

Dødlig

Dödlig

Dødelig

Tappava

Banvænt

Lid

Lokk

Lock

Låg

Luukku, kansi

Lok

Life line

Livline

Livlina

Livline

Pelastusköysi,henkiliina

líflínu

Lifebelt

Livbelte, redningsbelte

Livbälte

Redningsbælte

Pelastusliivi

björgunarvesti

Lifeboat

Livbåt

Livbåt

Redningsbåd

Pelastusvene

björgunarbátur

Life-saving

Livredning

Livräddning

Livredning

Hengenpelastus

Björgnun mannslífa

Lighter

Nødlosse

Läktra

lægter

Keventää

léttari léttabátur

Lightering

Nødlossing

Läktring

Lægtring

Kevennys

Lightering

Lighthouse

Fyr, fyrtårn

Fyrtorn

Fyr/fyrtårn

Majakka

Viti

Liquefied petr. Gas

LPG (flytende petroleumsgas)

Gasol (lpg)

Flaskegas (LPG)

Nestekaasu

Fljótandi eldsneyti

List

Slagside

Slagsida

Slagside

Kallistuma

Slagsíða

Loading port

Lastehavn

Lastningshamn

Lasthavn

Lastaussatama

Lestunarhöfn

Loose furnishing

Løs innredning

Lös inredning

Løs indretning

Irrallinen kalusto

Laus inréttingar

Low expansion foam

Tungskum

Tungskum

Tungt skum

Raskasvaahto

Þung froða

Lower

Nedre			

Alentaa, laskea

Lækka

Lower

Senke, fire ned

Fira, sänka

Fire/sænke		

Lækka

Lubricating grease

Smørefett

Smörjfett

Smørefedt

Voitelurasva

Smurningsfeiti

Lubricating oil

Smøreolje

Smörjolja

Smøreolie

Voiteluöljy

Smurningsolía

Maintenance

Vedlikehold

Underhåll

Vedligeholdelse

Huolto

viðhald

Make water

Lekke, ta inn vann

Ta in vatten

Tage vand ind

Vedenotto, evaporointi

Taka inn vatn

Man hole

Manluke

Manlucka

Mandehul

Miesluukku, kulkutie

Mannop

Man overboard

Mann over bord

Man överbord

Mand over bord

Mies yli laidan

Maður fyrir borð
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Manual call point

Alarmknapp

Larmknapp

Alarmkontakt

Häytyspainike

Viðvörunarhnappur

Marine gas oil

Diesel

Dieselbrännolja

Gasolie

Meridiesel

Skipadísel

Measure, step

Tiltak, ta skritt

Åtgärd

Forholdsregler

Toimenpide

Vibrögð , aðgerðir

Medium expansion foam

Mellomskum

Mellanskum

Mellemskum

Keskivaahto

Meðal þung froða

Messinger

Trekkline

Draglina

Messinger/jager

Ohjausköysi

Dreglína

Mooring

Fortøyning

Förtöjning

Fortøjning

Kiinnitys, laivan

viðlegukantur

Muster station

Mønstringsstasjon

Mönstringsstation

Mønstringsstation

Näyteasema

Navigation bridge

Kommandobro

Navigationsbrygga

Bro/navigationsbro/kommandobro

Merenkulkuohjaamo

Skipsbrú

Negligent arson

Uaktsom brand

Anlagd brand

Uagtsom brandstiftelse

Tuhopoltto

Íkveikja

Noxious

Skadelig, farlig

Skadlig, farlig

Giftig/farlig

Vaarallinen

hættulegt

Nozzle

Dyse, munnstykke

Munstycke

Dyse

Suutin, suukappale

stútur

Nozzle, branch pipe

Grenrør

Strålrör

Strålerør

Sammutussuutin

Stútur, dreyfistútur

Nurse

Sykepleier

Sjuksköterska

Sygeplejerske

Sairaanhoitaja

hjúkrunarfræðingur

Occupational safety

Arbeidervern, sikkerhet på arbeidsplass

Arbetarskydd

Arbejdssikkerhed

Suojavaruste

vinnuvernd

Officer

Offiser

Befäl

Officer

Päällystön jäsen

Stjórnandi

Oil boom

Oljelense

Länsa (oljelänsa)			

olíugirðing

Oil recovery

Oljeoppsamling

Oljeupptagning

Olieopsamling

Öljyntorjunta

Olíuupptaka

Oiled bird

Oljeskadd fugl

Oljeskadad fågel

Olieindsmurt fugl

Öljyyntynyt lintu

Olíublautur fugl

Oleo phobic

Oljeavvisende

Oljeavvisande

Olieafvisende

Öljyä hylkivä

fitu/olíu-fælinn

Oleophilic

Oljeattraherende

Oljeattraherande

Olietiltrækkende

Öljyä imevä

fitu/olíusækinn

Order

Ordre

Order

Ordre

Tilaus, tilata

Pöntun

Package

Pakke

Förpackning

Indpakning

Pakkaus

pakki

Pillar

Søyle

Pelare

Søjle

Pilari

Styrktarstoð/súla

Pillar

Stolpe

Stolpe

Stolpe

Tolppa

Styrktarstoð/súla

Pilot ship

Losbåt

Lotsbåt

Lodsbåd

Luotsivene

Lóðsbátur

Poisoning

Forgiftning

Förgiftning

Forgiftning

Myrkytys

eitrun

Pollutant

Forurensning

Förorening

Forurening

Myrkky

mengandi efni

Pollute

Forurense

Förorena

Forurene

Myrkyttää

menga

Port

Babord

Babord

Bagbord

Vasen puoli, aluksessa

Bakborðs

Port

Havn

Hamn

Havn		

höfn

Port authority

Havnemyndighet

Hamnmyndighet

Havnemyndighed

Satamaviranomainen

hafnaryfirvald

Port master

Havnesjef, havnekaptein

Hamnkapten

Havnekaptajn

Satamakapteeni

Hafnarstjóri

Port of refuge

Nødhavn

Nödhamn

Nødhavn

Hätäsatama

Neyðarhöfn

Portable fire extinguisher

Brannslukkingsapparat, bærbar

Handbrandsläckare

Brandslukker (mobil)

Käsisammutin

Handslökkvitæki

Pour point

Flytepunkt

Lägsta flyttemperatur

Flydepunkt

Alin leimahduspiste

bræðslumark

Prediction

Forutsigelse

Förutsägelse

Forudsigelse/prognose

Ennuste

spá

Pressure gauge

Manometer

Manometer

Manometer

Painemittari

Þrýstimælir
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Pressure vessel

Trykkbeholder, trykktank

Tryckkärl

Trykbeholder

Paineastia

þrýstihylki

Protective

Beskyttende, vernende

Skyddande

Beskyttende

Suojaava

hlífðar-

Protective suit

Beskyttelsesdrakt

Skyddsdräkt

Beskyttelsesdragt

Suojapuku

hlífðar föt

Provision

Forsyning (proviant)

Bestämmelse

Forordning/bestemmelse

Määräys, säännös

Ákvörðun

Provision

Forskrift				

Ákvörðun

Raft

Flåte

Flotte

Flåde

Lautta

björgunarfleki

Reception facility

Mottakingsanlegg

Mottagningsanläggning

Modtagelsesanlæg

Vastaanottopaikka

Móttakuaðstaða

Recover

Berge

Bärga

Bjærge

Nostaa, pelastaa

endurheimta

Recover

Ta opp (olje)

Bekämpa olja/kemikalier			

endurheimta

Release

Slippe ut, lekke ut

Läcka ut; läckage, utsläpp

Slippe/lade gå

Irroittaa, Päästö

losa

Relieve

Avløse

Avlösa

Afløse

Irroittaa

létta

Remote sensing

Fjernmåling

Fjärranalys

Fjernmåling

Kaukohavainto

Fjarskynjun

Repair

Reparasjon

Reparation

Reparation

Korjaus

viðgerðir

Requirement

Krav

Krav

Behov/krav

Vaatimus

krafa

Requirements

Kvalifikasjonskrav

Fodringar

Behov/krav

Vaatimukset

kröfur

Rescue station

Sjøredningsstasjon

Sjöräddningsstation

Redningsstation

Pelastusasema

Björgunarstöð

Research

Forskning, etterforskning

Efterforskning

Undersøgelse/efterforskning

Tutkimus

Rannsókn

Responder

Oljevernbekjemper

Bekämpare

Bekæmpelsesperson

Torjuntaan osallistuva

Viðbragðsaðili

Response

Bekjempning, mottiltak

Motåtgärd, bekämpning

Modtræk

Torjuntatoimi, torjunta

viðbragð

Restoration

Tilbakeførelse

Återställande

Genopbygning/restaurering

Korjaus

Endurskapa

Safety

Sikkerhet

Säkerhet

Sikkerhed

Turvallisuus

öryggi

Salvage

Berging

Bärgning

Bjærgning

Pelastus

björgun

Salvage ship

Bergingsfartøy

Bärgninsfartyg

Bjærgningsfartøj

Pelastusalus

björgunar skip

Sampling

Prøvetaking

Provtagning

Prøvetagning

Näytteenotto

sýni

Scaling ladder

Redningsstige

Skarvstege

Brandstige/teleskopstige

Kynnysaskelma

Scuba

Dykking med flasker

dykare med egna tuber

self-contained underwater breathing apparatus

Paineilmasukelluslaite

kafa

Scupper

Spygatt (sluk)

Spygatt

Spygat

Valuma-aukko, kannella

Niðurfall

Sea worthy

Sjødyktig

Sjöduglig

Søduelig

Merikelpoinen

haffært

Sea-bed

Havbunn, sjøbunn

Havsbotten

Havbund

Merenpohja

hafsbotn

Sea-floor

Havbunn

Havsbotten

Havbund

Merenpohja

hafsbotn

Search and rescue

Søk og redning, sjøredning

Sjöräddning

Søredning

Meripelastus

Leit og björgun

Seat of fire

Brannkjernepunktet

Brandhärd

Arnested

Palopesäke

Eldstæði

Self ignition

Selvantenning

Självantändning

Selvantændelse

Itsesyttyminen

sjálf kviknun

Sender

Avsender, sendeapparat

Avsändare

Afsender

Lähetin

sendandi

Separate

Separere

Skilja åt

Udskille

Erottaa, erottua

Skilja að

Shifted cargo

Lastforskyvning

Lasten förskjuten

Forskudt last

Siirtynyt lasti

Farmur hefur færst til

Ship owner

Reder

Redare

Skibsreder

Varustamo, laivaisäntä

skips eigandi
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Skimmer

Oljeopptaker

Upptagare			

olíuupptökutæki

Smoke blowing fan

Røykvifte

Rökfläkt

Røgventilator

Savutuuletin

Reyfvifta

Smoke emission

Røykutvikling

Rökutveckling

Røgudvikling

Savunmuodostus

Reyklosun

Smoke vent

Røykkanal

Röklucka

Røgudluftning

Savunpoistoluukku

Reykloftun

Solid

Fast (massiv)

Fast (form)

Fast (form)

Kiinteä

Fast (form)

Solid stream, jet

Fast stråle

Sluten stråle

fast stråle

Kiinteä suihku, ei sumu

Samfeld úðun

Solidify

Størkne, Stivne

Stelna

Størkne

Kiinteytyä

storkna

Sorbent

absorberingsmiddel

Absorberingsmedel

Absorberingsmiddel

Sitova aine

ísogsefnið

Spark

Gnist

Gnista

Gnist

Hehku

neysti

Spawning ground

Gyteområde

Lekområde (om fisk)

Gydeområde

Kutualue

hrygningastöð

Spray, fog stream

Tåkestråle

Spridd stråle

Tåge/vandtåge

Sumusuihku, suihkuttaa

Úði

Sprinkler tip

Sprinkelhode

Sprinklerhuvud

Sprinklerhoved

Sammutussuutin

Úðahaus

Starboard

Styrbord

Styrbord

Styrbord

Oikea puoli, aluksessa

stjórnborð

Steering engine

Styremaskin

Styrmaskin

Styremaskine

Ohjausmoottori, ruori-

aðalvél

Store

Lagre

Lagra

Lager/lagre

Varastoida

geyma

Storing

Lagring, magasinering

Magasinering

Lagring

Varastointi

Geymsla

Stowaway

Blindpassasjer

Fripassagerare

Blind passager

Salamatkustaja

laumufarþegi

Stretcher

Båre

Bår

Båre

Paarit

Börur

Stretcher

Fjærende taubit/lenke

”fjädrande” tamp som kopplas

Stretcher			

Sap

Hinausraksi,

Víratengi

Strong point

Koblingsanordning (styrket punkt)

Hinauspiste aluksessa

Viðurkenndur staður til að

		

mellan bogserwire och haverist

		

(kan användas som ”weak link”)

Koplingspunkt for slep (godkjent)

Godkänd kopplingspunkt för bogsering

					

tengjast dráttarbát

Sub lethal

Skadelig (ikke dødelig)

Skadlig (ej dödlig)

Skadelig

Vaarallinen

Hættulegt en ekki banvænt

Submersible

Nedsenkbar

Undervattensfarkost

Nedsænkbar

Vedenalainen, - alus

Kafbátur

Submersion

Nedsenkning, sette under vann

Nedsänkning

Nedsænkning

Upotus

Slaka niður

Suffocation

Kvelning

Kvävning

Kvælsning

Tukehtuminen

kafna

Survivors

Overlevende

Överlevande

Overlevende

Selviytyjät

eftirlifendur

Swirvel

Roterende kopling

Roterande koppling vid bogsering

Svirvel

Hinauksen kiinnityspiste, kääntyvä segulnagli

Tainted

Infisert, smaksødelagt, bedervet

Förorenad (smakförorenad)

Forurenet

Pahanmakuinen, likaantunut

spillt vegna bragðs

Take aboard

Ta onbord

Ta ombord

Ombordtage

Ottaa alukseen

Taka um borð

Tar ball

Oljeklump, ”tjæreklump”

Oljeklump

Olieklump

Öljypallo, -klimppi

Tjöruklumpur

Tension control

Strekk-kontroll (på liner)

Lastkontroll av bogserwire

Tension kontrol

Hinausköyden kireyden säätö

Átaksstjórnun á dráttarvír

To give priority

Prioritere

Prioritera

Prioritere

Priorisoida

Til að veita forgang

Torch (flashlight

Lommelykt

Ficklampa

Lommelygte

Taskulamppu

vasaljós

Towing

Sleping

Bogsering

Slæbning/bugsering

Hinaus

Dráttur
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Towing pins
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Slepe pinner (for sentrering)

Styrutrustning för

”Towing pins”

Hinaustapit, hinauksen

keskitykseen

Bogserwire

Slæbewire

Hinausköysi

Dráttarvír

Bogserwire

Slæbetrosse

Hinausköysi

dráttarlína

Giftig

Giftig

Giftig

Myrkyllinen

eitrað

Forsøk, test

Försök, test

Forsøg/test

Testi, koe

Prufa

Tug

Slepåebåt

Bogserbåt

Slæbebåd

Hinaaja

dráttarbátur

Tugger winch

Slepevinsj(hjelpevinsj)

Hinausköyden sisäänvetovinssi

dráttarspil

		

centrering av bogser-wire

Towing wire

Slepewire

Towline

Slepeline

Toxic
Trial

Spel som används för att dra upp

Spil (havarists spil til

		

bogserwire på haverist

at trække slæbetrosse ind)

Turntable monitor

Vannkanon

Vattenkanon

Vandkanon - styrbar

Vesitykki

Vatnsbyssa

Vapour pressure

Damptrykk

Ångtryck

Damptryk

Höyrynpaine

Gufuþrýstingur

Vapour, steam

Damp

Ånga

Damptryk

Höyry

Gufa, gufu

Victim

Forulykket, offer

Förolyckad

Offer/forurettet

Uhri

fórnarlamb

Violation (of laws)

Overtredelse (av lov)

Överträdelse (av lag)

Overtrædelse (af lov)

Lainrikkomus

Brot (á lögum )

Violent

Voldsom

Våldsam

Voldelig

Väkivaltainen

ofbeldi

Virgin naphta

Ubehandlet nafta, råbensin

Råbensin

Råbenzin

Nafta

Volatile

Flyktig

Flyktig

Flygtig

Haihtuva

Rokgjarn

Voyage

Sjøreise

Sjöresa

Sørejse

Merimatka

Sjóferð

Vulnerable

Sårbar

Känslig

Sårbar

Haavoittuva

Viðkvæmur

Water main

Vannledning

Vattenledning

Hovedvandledning/hovedbrandledning

Vesiputki

Megin vantsleiðsla

Water supply

Vannforsyning

Brandvattenförsörjning

Vandforsyning

Palovesisäiliö

Vatnsveita

Water supply

Vannforsyning

Vattenförsörjning

Vandforsyning

Vesisäiliö

Vatnsveita

Waterline

Vannlinje

Vattenlinje

Vandlinje

Vesilinja

Vatnslína

Watertight

Vanntett

Vattentät

Vandtæt

Vesitiivis

vatnsþétt

Wave

Bølge

Våg

Bølge

Aalto

bylgja/alda

Weak link

Tamp/lenke som skal gå av

Tamp som ska gå av

Brudstykke (Stykke som

Hinausköyden

veikur hlekkur

ved overbelastning

vid överbelastning av bogserwire

skal knække ved overbelastning)

katkeava varoke-osa

Weathering

Forvitring (om olje)

Vädring (om oljor)

Forvitring - ænding af konsistens /struktur

Säistyminen

veðrun

Wheelhouse

Styrhus

Styrhytt

Styrehus

Ohjaushytti

stýrishús

Wing tank

Sidetanker

Sidotank

Sidetank

Laitatankki

Síðutankur (vængtankur)
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QUIZ: Test yourself!
1: W
 ho has the primary responsibility to implement measures to stop the pollution
and reduce pollution damage, regarding the Norwegian Pollution Act?
a) The polluter
b) The host nation
c) The insurance company
2: Is Norway a part of the Union Civil Protection Mechanism under EU?
a) Yes
b) No
3: What is the meaning of the phrase “NO PLAY” during the exercise?
a) Start play now!
b) Real incident or injury c) Stop the entire exercise!
4: How was the estimated wave height when Full City anchored, at 30th of July 2009?
a) 2-4 metres
b) 5-7 metres
c) 1-2 metres
5: How many kilometers was affected by oil from Full City?
a)12,5 km
b) 125 km
c) 75 km
6: How many tons of waste was delivered after the Full City incident?
a) 3.000 tonnes
b) 4.500 tonnes
c) 2.000 tonnes
7: Which countries are The NCA active in, at the Oil for Development-programme?
a) Myanmar, Cuba, Lebanon, Tanzania, Uganda, Kenya and Mozambique
b) Myanmar, Cuba, Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda and Brazil
c) Mozambique, Kenya, Tanzania, Lebanon and Indonesia
8: When was the Copenhagen Agreement signed?
a)1969
b) 1971

c)1973

9: What is the name of the Crown Prince of Norway?
a) Johan Marius
b) Carl Philip

c) Haakon Magnus

1: a) 2: a) 3: b) 4: a) 5: c) 6:a) 7:a) 8: b) 9: c)
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